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Over one hundred and twenty concerts were given in 
one month in London; among them two Philharmonics, 
at one of which Paderewski played Saint Saen§’ fourth 
piano concerto, and at the other Sauret played Raff’s 
violin concerto in A minor. 
Von Bulow and DrAl.bert created quite a sensation at 
a recent concert for the benefit of the Berlin Philhar¬ 
monic Orchestra, by playing Brahm’s Variations on a 
-Haydn theme for two pianos and the Bach double con¬ 
certo. . ' 
PHILADELPHIA, PAL JULY, 1891 
A Monthly .Publication for the Teachers and Students'of 
. V , Music.’ . ' 
Suesobiptioh Kates, 01.60 pee Yeas (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
- The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704: Chestnut Street* PHUjADULPHIAj PA. 
,! \, - FOREIGN1 * 
SaInt Saens is preparing for a trip to Africa. • 
Saint-Saens has recently.finished a pianoforte sonata 
in P minor. 
Dvorak was made a Mus. Doc. of Cambridge, Eng. DIVERSITY* OF TASTE, 
oh June 16th. 
Sarasate has been giving his annual series of six 
I think Mr. Haweis somewhere says that music in 
England is divided.between Harldel .and “ Champagne 
Charley’’ "(a bold antithesis reminding ope of 
the' equally strong antithetical images of two Jews 
Bpoken of by Coleridge, viz*. “Isaiah with ‘Hear, O 
Heavens, and give ear, O earth! ’ and Levi of Holy- 
well Street with ‘Old Clothes’ ”); let us say between 
real lovers of music and the mere lover of noise. The 
masses are not even yet far removed from the Indian’s 
love of tomtoms.- '•••'■ ' VL/ 
The enjoyment of music is unevenly bestowed, and 
many people of high cultivation, and even of the highest 
faculty, have been unable to find in music anything more 
than a disagreeable noise. 
I Lord Chesterfield, writing to his son, says:- “ If you 
love music, go to operais, concerts, and pay fiddlers to 
play to you; but I insist on you neither piping nor 
fiddling yourself. It puts a gentleman in a very frivol¬ 
ous, contemptible " light.” Yet,’' Frederick, Prince 'of 
Wales, played an the.’cello. 
Charles Kingsley cried when he heard the strolling 
fiddlers playing under his window: “ Who knows,” he 
8ayp^“what sweet,thoughts his own sweet music stirs 
within him, though he eats in pot-houses^ana sleeps in 
barns.” When Kingsley was in California, he told the 
students of the-Berkeley University that he.trusted that 
music would reach the dignity of a science in the 
university. “ MusiC,r’he said, “was necessary to the 
rounding and finishing of the perfect character.” 
Napoleon had no ear for music, his voice having been 
unmusical; at least, so .says Miss Baleombe, who fre¬ 
quently heard him sing at .St. Helena. Yet he liked 
songs and simple melodies, and would often Jium 
’his favorite air “Vive Henri Quatre.” Paisiello’s 
' music pleased him, “because,”, he said, “ it did not 
concerts in London. =■ v , r - r 
Rubinstein has been decorated with the order of 
Stanislaus by .the Czar. 
Frl. L. Hofbauer, Beethoven’s niece, died in Vienna 
recently, aged 72 years. ..... 
Mozart’s manuscript of his concerto in C was sold at 
a sale, in Berlin, for $400. 
Israel 
MUSICAL ITEMS, 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. TbutbS^l, Box 2920, New York- City.] 
\ HOME. 
The Seidl concerts, at Brighton Beach, began on June 
27th. . T . . 
The sixth annual examination of tne American Col¬ 
lege of Musicians was held at the New York University 
on June 24th. 
The Ovide Musin Concert Company closed a success- 
in Egypt ’ ’ was produced last May, Handel’s 
for the first time in PariB. 
Dr. Carl Reinecke has just completed a new opera, 
“ The'Governor of Tours.” 
Sims Reeves took his farewell of the stage in London, 
Mme. Christine Neilson assisted. 
Mme. Carreno played Mr. A. E. McDowell’s piano¬ 
forte concerto, at Berlin, on June 1st. 
Jules Alary, a fruitful composer of operas, scenes 
and arias, and a vocal teacher, died in Paris, aged 77 
yearp. .... ( 
The Grand Cross of the Legion of Hopor has been 
ful season of thirty-four weeks’ duration at Hartford; 
Conn., on June 12th. 
reception to Tschaikow- The Composers’ Club gave a - 
ski, in New York, at which several of this composer’s, 
works were performed. 
Mr. Gustav Hinrichs inaugurated his summer season 
of grand opera in Philadelphia on June 8th. The-ini- 
tial opera was “ William Tell,” 
Constantin Sternberg is making. efforts to establish 
a symphony orchestra in Philadelphia, with the view to 
giving concerts next winter. 
•Mr. A. W. Borsy, of Philadelphia, opened a new 
organ by King, at Bridgeton, N. J., on the lOth’of June. 
Local papers speak in the highest terms of the per¬ 
formance. 
Mr. William Steinway, at the invitation of the Ger¬ 
man Social Scientific Society, recently delivered a lec¬ 
ture on ‘ ‘ The Beginning and development of Pianp 
Building in Europe and the United States,” and on 
“The Development of Music and German Opera in 
America.” 
A Matinee musicale was given at “ Glenmont,” the 
residence of Thomas A. Edison, under the direction of 
Mr. F. Sonnekalb, who played several piano! selections. 
Misg, Lillie Berg and Meigs *sang, and the cantata, 
“ Jlmg Rene’s Daughter,” Smart, was rendered by the 
conferred on Prof.-. Helmholtz** the famous master of 
acoustics: 
A left-handed violinist, David Roget, has just ap¬ 
peared in Berlin.' He is said to play Bach’s music with 
great accuracy. 
But three copies of Chopin’s death mask were taken 
in 1849. One of these 'fras recently presented to the 
PBOFESSIONAL VEBSUS AMATEUB. MUSIO treat you also to be proud to call yourselves teachers of pected tb open his purse to demands pf charity at their 
TEAOHEBS; OB LOW TUITION PEES , music; andif lawyers, doctors and poachers value their suggestions 
HOW TO BAISE THEM. -;v; labors and set a good price thereon, it is an example The teachers wbq give lessons at the paltry prices 
* ■' ; ■ /: worthy of your imitation. If all teachers would show above quoted are usually ^oung misses, who are living 
BY CHAS. w. iiANnoN. proper professional pride or self-respCCt, our. Condition at home at no expense to l,|emselve8, and teach simply/ 
■ _ wohld'soon', improve But there .sf'the.rab," that* so many for la little spending money^btid not'being thoroughly 
; ^ ' teachers lack professional pride and self-respect, because prepared for^a life-long competition 
[Ar ellvered bef< ,e New York State fiusic Tea. eft* in their hearts y feel themselves re parasites, ' 
mere shams ana pretenders. If is the result of all evil 
While teachers should, be free to charge: such* prices that the innocent must suffer with the guilty. So good i-ateswhich defy competition 
for instruction as they think best, nothing butharm can music-teachers must suffer for the shortcomings of the On the other hand, teachers who have spent/so much' of 
comebto the profession and musical public from the ex- poor oneB, and this condition of things must continue their time and' money in preparing .themselves for first- 
tremely low rates prevailing in some communities. No so long as there'are poor teachers.” 
person can afford the < .of a gbod i usica ;ducatio», The pi -c net s better teachers, but good teachers] n 
and then teach at from fifteen to twenty-five seats an cannot work at the price above quoted, 
houj^asfis done in some communities, 
musifca! ed cation in nerves, 
labor,, is grea) 
first-clas^rausic teaching costs as much as does a college I to the cause of music, 
ip the profession,. 
and in no sense capable in ork, tbey'seek 
obtain, and reti a npils by teaching at low> ites— 
1 • 1 1 " _ i on the; rt of )od teachers. . 
.t i  
class v re others besides/t i selves de- 
This ' ing'true, t jan teur 
As is truly- te moral i at to cnt/prices, and eprive 
The cost of a maintained in the above qaotation, any teacher who gives those dependent upon their own efforts of the public 
time, Btudy, money, and lessons at such low rates, not only injures himself or patronage, rightfully belonging/to them. To offer to 
In fact, to prepare a young person for herself and fellow teachers, but is doing a worse injury teach at' a cut price is equivalent^to announcing one’s 
Furthermore, intelligent people own inferiority to one’s competitors. ' i 
'and professional training that wonldfit the student for can have only a low estimate of any teacher who thinks The old maxim, Competition is the life of trade,” 
__, the best work in any other profession. Then, again, it so little of his or her own ability as to give instrnction at . belongs to music teaching^as well as other business. But 
takes that period of life which is called formative, and if such meagre prices, and,what excuse has. any person to there should be a just basis for competition, and that 
these valuable years are taken for preparation in a given advertise his own incompetency? basisis not cut prices, but superior work. Then comp¬ 
line, it is scarcely possible for a person to begin life over The educational, moral and sesthetical valne of music petition . will bring in a class of teachers who are better 
again, as it were, by trying to prepare for another pro- is so great, that our Art needs to be elevated in every prepared, band are trne musicians in the best sense of 
fession or business. Again, if the money-cost of a good community by the work of teachers who are thoroughly the term, as well as good teachers, and it wiH'all end in 
musical education were invested, the interest wonld be prepared and can btf called fine mnsicians, rather than the survival of theNfittest. The age has passed when a 
'no small item toward one’s living; or, if the money could by the too common class of amateur teachers,, who may person unfit for anything else was turned loose upon the 
be used as capital, it would be enough to start a young fitly be called mere dabblers. It is only by superior community as a musicteacher. It is beginning to he 
man in a mercantile business. teaching from thoroughly competent and brainy.tnusi- recognized that it takes as^good a quality of brains and 
i From a musical magazine we clip the following:— cians that music can be placed on its true plane, and be as much of them to become ^successful musician, as a 
“The struggle for a livelihood in certain localities in made to work out its destined mission. ... ' , good physician or lawyer. ’ \ ' * 
England must be something desperate.. A music teacher Let us take a look at what a good-teacher must have The thoroughly prepared teacher who knows he has a 
there inserts an advertisement in the local papers, that in the way of preparation, aside from his musical and a comprehensive, knowledge of the1 theory and science of 
her services may be engaged for two dollars and fifty general literary education. He must have instruments his Art, and that he is doing good teaching, will have 
cents, per quarter, ‘ distance no object.’ Another desires of the best ; scores of volumes of'classical music for~ -too much self-respect to compete with the amateurs upon 
pupils at the moderate price of twelve cents per lesson, reference and study, the most of which he must be able one of the lines which they universally, adopt for obtain- 
Then a lady who has studied several years, in Germany to play, as well as hundreds of pieces by the best modern ing a class ; that is, personal canvaSs. Teachers of this 
with a distinguished teacher, from whom she holds high and standard writers. He of necessity must have a grade do not hesitate to importune friends and strangers, 
testimonials, will give hour-lessons, two per week, for library devoted to his Art, and all musical books are and pursue a child from the time it can toddle until it 
the sum of five dollars a quarter. This is illustration suf- extremely expensive, costing from ffro to four times as can be inveigled into takinglessons from them; nor are 
ficientto show the American teacher that England is no much as books of equal size upon general topics. He they unwilling to use any amount of flattery upon the 
El Dorado for musicians. -The .only safeguard against must take some of the leadingmusical papers and maga- mothers to accomplish their .unworthy purpose, and in 
, this kind of thing in our own country is for each teacher zines. Then there is the attendance upon State and many instances practically force their useless services 
to become more and more competent. Knowledge begets National Association meetings with the accompanying upon their patrons. - j, 
Fconfidenqe, and confidence in one’s "own ability will.per=.expense. The progressive teacher feels the necessity of - The teacher' of music not only requires the mannal 
mit no such humiliating prices as above quoted.” coming in contact with the leading musicians of our dexterity of the organist, pianist, violinist, etc., but also 
One of the last editorials by the late Dr. Carl Merz/ country, therefore he will attend the Summer Schools constant study, for the Art of music is so rapidly de¬ 
in Brainard'§ Musical World, contains this appeal to of Mu£ic. And he must hear first:class concerts, and if veloping that a teacher who was abreast of the times ten 
music-teachers : “ Women complain constantly because he lives in a provincial town this take's him to a city; all years ago, wonld, without study, find himself far behind 
There is a^discrimination made against them on. the point of which entails expense of time and money. at the present day. It can well be seen that a teacher— 
of wages, yet it is our observation that far too many In’nearly all kinds of business one can work the could no? use up his strength in teaching a sufficient 
ladies in the ranks of the musical profession are guilty whole years while the musician has only nine months of number of pupils at these low prices to make a respect- 
of lowering the prices to secure pupils, and in order to productive activity, since our American people break able living, and also-keep up a daily practice together 
protect themselves against their musical superiors. Our up their homes during the Summer, and though a teacher with the necessary course of reading and study demanded 
women’s rights advocates find fault with factories, with wished, he could not teach from the middle of June till by first-class teaching. i-.-A. 
nment h school boards and institutions foer. - This shows how utterly- impossible it is for "a good 
ing, because they, as a rule, pay lower wages to women Unfortunately many pupils are careless in regard to ’teacher to compete with cut prices bronght about by too, 
than to men. We think they are right in asserting that missing lessons, and while the teacher should charge for much amateur teaching. The old proverb has it that 
if the work is as well done, the pay ought to be the same, all such, he generally is too'tender-hearted to do so, and “ The little foxes spoil the vines,”1 and in this particular 
... whether the work be done by women or men. ..But let this amounts to a very serious annual loss to him. case we can say it is the incompetent amateur teachers 
these reformers look into our profession and see how In a mechanical: pursuit a man can work ten hours a of the dabbling class who spoil the vines of the mnsical 
ladies often deliberately cut down prices where no one day and still keep up. health and strength, but it is im- profession. jt ■ ■, 
- -forces them or obliges them to do so. There is no sched- possible for a .music teacher to do so. There is no' The musical public needs enlightefiment upon these* 
-ule of prices discriminating against ladies ; the male vocation’that makes, greater demands upon the nervous points.. They should haye a betiter appreciation of the 
portion of the profession have n.0 advantage over them system, because music is an Art and the teacher , must value of music, and knofv why an amateur teacher is not . 
in fixing prices, but neither have they any protection, judge everything from an ideal and perfect standard, capable of doing even passably good work, for there is a 
Do ladies mean to intimate, by the prices they charge, and when one listens intently, or seeks, with special great gulf fixed between teaching the Art of music and 
that their work is Of a correspondingly lower grade ? Of endeavor-to impress an ideal upon another, it is like the ordinary school .-studies. While an amateur can 
course not. Still they cut dojj^n® the prices until it is doing anything else with all one’s might; it is particu- "teach notes, and more or less of the technicalities of ; 
difficult for them ast(well as for men to get a living. larly exhaustive to the nervous system. In short, whet? music, this is practically useless, for notes are not music, , 
“ Teachers, we appeal to you to have more self-respect, we do anything with all our power there is resulting nor are technicalities playing, 
to value your labor higher and to love your profession prostration,, whether the exertion be mental or physical. Any lover of music recognizes the superior artist 
better. Do not selfishly cut down prices, caring not The long vacations are expensive, and as they are when he hears him. He feels that indefinable something 
what is to become of the next generation of teachers.; imposed upon, the teach dr by his patrons, he .must that moves the soul,and charms the aesthetic taste,'but 
If you love the Art you teach, if you regard the profession charge them tuition, fees large enough to offset this un- when he hears ordinary playing, he is instantly aware 
to which you belong, then keep up its reputation and remunerative period of the year, Rightly or wrongly, sfehat those refined charms are entirely lacking. It i.s a- 
standing,'not only by doing honest work', not only by patrons expect a teacher t^kppear in as good style as plain fact that no one can teach what he does /-> , 
self-improvement, but by sustaining reasonable..prices themaelyes, and to be 'alwayr .wiflipg..aiid;;rea_dy to. give- -and-it-isr-absurd and unreasonable to expfec-’ 
.for your professional labors. If others are proud to call Ms .services to’any benevolent-or pet project in which teaching' of an sesthetical quality .from an nn-.-in, "t 
themselves lawyers, doctors, or ministers, we would en hey maybe interested, and not infrequently he is ex amateur. 
In the provincial cities and towns of about \en thou* 
sail'd people,, there are a select -few who employ first” 
class teachers. Many more would do thjs were th;ey f 
brought to see itsjmportance.. /But how tol give them 
this information is the question. 1 People ■ see 'and think • 
about the things that they are interested in. Theyjwill 
use an intelligent judgment when they beeomeconvinced 
of the desirability of discrimination. ■ In general, they 
wish the best they can afford- for their children, and this 
would be as true in music as' in other things, if they 
could be brought to see the difference between poor 
amateur and good professional teachers. One way to 
enlighten them is to invite these worthy people to your 
musicales and recitals. Prepare yourself , to give a good 
lecture or talk in these recitals upon. some musical sub¬ 
ject that will show that1 there is something to teach in 
music besides the names of notes and keys. ■ You must 
show that the pupil’s mind is to be directed to" the inner 
music j to the effects that the notes record rather than 
to the notes themselves. Show the necessity of analyzing^ 
a phrase, and of bringing out its climaxes and accents, 
of crescendoiDg and diminuendoing, and, in short, to 
play with taste and expression. iShow that touch is 
especially necessary; and above all, these people need 
to know what real practice is, to see the vast difference 
between the thoughtless and. fruitless ..strumming done 
by the great majoritv/of pupils, and the true- practice of 
the few who-know how to study inusic. 
The pieces they hear, at the musicales should not be 
entirely above their enjoyment, and each piece should be 
fully analyzed and explained, both technically as to its 
germs'and phrases, questions and answers, and as to the 
composer’s meaning and intentions. The pieces should 
, so describ <3 as tc ’ e an : nt appreei&tu j of 
their aim and content. 
reach l .5" pple th > here i some Mug in a isi I 
more lasting worth than merely-to-while -away a pleas¬ 
ant hour. ■ That Although there are sickly, sentimental 
songs and trashy music akin to “flash literature.” nov¬ 
els of the blood-and-thunder order, yet there is a class 
of music that ranks with the best in literature. Teach 
these-people to appreciate a few pieces selected from the 
gems of the classical composers, and show theifi that 
these are equal, intellectually, emotionally and morally, 
to the best thoughts.in_prose and poetry. 
They would not expect some half-educated young 
person to teach their children the noblest and best 
thoughts in the world’s books, for this requires a person 
of complete education and broadest culture, and why 
should they look for good music, teaching frenra'novice ? 
It r< [uii js a ci Iti 'jj/ ni ileli 11« ich < se - ings in 
musical art that are really worth studying and paying 
for.' The amateur teacher gives attention to- the self- 
evident things in music only, things that even the ordi 
nary pupil can see for himself, or things that a°first- class 
teacher will impart as accessory while teaching the pupil 
to bring out the musical effects from his piece, to per¬ 
form it artistically, be the piece ever m simple, while he 
ifj also teaching that difficult -and subtle subject, touch, 
and imparting the ability to play with feeling,’ under¬ 
standing, and musical intelligence. / . . 
Again, would right-minded parents consent to have 
' the minds and morals of their, children corrupted by the 
teacher who taught reading from the trash and riff-raff 
of'the street book-stalls ? Why' should they any more 
willingly consent to have their children’s -taste and 
aesthetical and emotional nature corrupted by the musi¬ 
cal trash that; is universally given by these amateur 
teachers ? 
“As the twig is bent, the'tree’s inclined.” Every good 
' teacher has Suffered agonies from pupils, who have been 
under the baneful influence of poor teaching. How'he 
has despaired of ever getting such pupils to appreciate 
good music ! How he has had to work to get them into 
ways of practice that had any real worth in them 1 He 
has not only to teach the child from the beginning, but 
has had to do that which was vastly more difficult, root 
' out the brambles and' thistles that the parent has paid 
some dab and in< t amateur to on 
while if the competent teacher could have had the child 
when his mind was ready for good sowing, like a newly 
ploughed field, instead of afield of weeds and thistles, 
which the false teacher had cultivated, he could have 
shown aL beautiful crop of . musical accomplishments 
within half the time spent by this incompetent:teacher ; 
yes, id iav< i m< tbis-aiS.sTe 1 total exp n 0 f money 
to say nothing of the discouragement suffered by the 
child and th§ waste of some of the most precious years 
0f its life. 
As above said, the public needs enlightenment, and 
each teachei sao alk th s< things o er with his latrons 
and friends. - He must use his influence to hate good 
recitals in his town by the-best obtainable artists. Tie 
must educate Ms own town up to an appreciation of the 
best music through chorus-societies, amateur orchestras, 
church choirs, concerts,- musicales, musical lectures and 
by his own/private playing and that of his pupils. He 
must be, or speedily mate himself, a man oF broad cul- 
tvtrb, and hayfe a full and superior knowledge'1 of the 
theory and science of his Art, and be so eminently above 
the,'amateur teacher that his abilities will command the 
.-j-patronage of his community. 
Why could not one of the leading teachers of the 
town write a carefully prepared letter, to which he should 
have the signatures of other teachers, setting forth the. 
main argnments, and calling the other professional 
teachers of the locality together, and plan in'concert 
remedial. work ? The offending 'amateurs should be 
“labored with,” argued with, and the whole matter set 
before them in its true light. It would seem that it 
need not 'be difficult to show them that if they asked a 
fair price,-although they might have less teaching, they 
would receive theisame amount of money. It might he 
suggested to themLthat, if they intend to continue teach¬ 
ing,, it would pay to be better prepared, for it is as easy 
to give a lesson for a dollar as for twenty-five ^cents, and 
Ihe-difference- in-the-feeTiea- in-the thoroughness of the 
preparation for the work. No right-minded teacher will 
ever complain of competition on the ground of capability 
and competency, but it is a sort of sloViassassiuation on 
the part of the dabbling amate^^to^a^P^e whole life 
out of the profession by these niggardly p^rSea^/Where 
th 1 sral espoBsibility re s, an easily be seen. 
If these amateur teachers will prepare themselves, 
they will get more pupils at the higher prices, and these 
prices will enable them to seek further self-improvement, 
unless they are too trifling and indolent to make them¬ 
selves worthy of a fair share of the public patronage. 
ing upon future rbpStitibn to make the subject familiar. 
If the -matter of these relationships can be madt^lain 
tcHhc^mfud^ffthe Student; you have already aW^kened 
his interest in music. “ To interest as well as to in- 
struct ” iB a .’^ise^mQtto'for^aiteaidter >to adopt. In this 
way only can you hop^ to arouse enthusiasm, which is 
essential to success^; I aiu conscious that undue enthu¬ 
siasm'with a restless ambition, ;uriaccompanied by great 
patience,,4s often productive of much work that must be. 
undone, thereby causing-^ loss of a double amount of 
time that a correct conception at the beginning would 
have saved. The pupih should learn to know on paper, 
as well as on the keyboard, the poaitiomof the common 
chord. This work must be conducted' hy the teacher 
until the pupil acquires the desire of improvement for’ 
himself. In this way, new fields will quickly open in 
wtiieh will be derived much pleasure and profit. After 
the pupil has become somewhat skilled in the difficult 
parts^and has acquired a good knowledge of the sept 
chords, he will find much of value in the study of acous¬ 
tics, and such works as “ New Lessons in Harmony,” by 
Fillmore, etc. ■- - - 7 
All those I will classify under the head technical, /be¬ 
cause they must be learned as a technical aid to music. 
Of- course, it is largely in the domain of barmonjf, but ! 
do not see how a person can be an intelligent/musician, 
much less a teacher, without some knowledge-of this 
important branch of musical training. /Musical form 
' PIANO FOETE: TEACHING. 
BY J. W. ANBREWE, 
The work of piano-forte teaching may be divided into 
two parts, to wit, the technical-and the mnsicah ... 
All that pertains, to jnnsic, asidefrom the means used 
in its production, is considered as purely musical and 
distinct from the technical. 
The fundamental basis of all piano music, technically 
considered, is the playing of the various kinds of pas 
sages and chords in* a propel manner, with a correct 
position of the arms, wrists, and hands, including well 
finished tone production, under the control of the inner 
artistic sense of the performer. It is through these 
channels albiie that the artist can express his musical 
thoughts upon his instrument; Hence, if one would 
express himBelf clearly'he must not neglect these very 
nec ?8sary essentials 
Therefore, an early knowledge of and ability to per¬ 
form the scales, chords-and arpeggios becomes neces¬ 
sary. An understanding of the structure of the scale, as 
composed of its two tetrachords in its-triple relationship 
of tonic, dominant and sub-dominant harmonies, should 
early be imparted to the pupil, as well as why these re¬ 
lationships exist. . Afterward it will he easy to acquaint 
the student with the plegel, authentic and complete 
cadences, and he can he made to readily understand the 
dominant as the foregoing chord of the major and minor 
keys. After a thorough knowledge of the major heads 
has been given, the minor should Jbe undertaken, care 
being taken not to confuse the mkf<3 of the student with 
trying_to-impart too much of the lesson without depend- 
cannot be understood, norican you express ideas to your 
musical students without using terms/used in the study 
of harmony; Furthermore, a chord expresses a definite 
object as much as the word letters express clauses and 
sentences in the literature of..their component counter¬ 
part in the notes, germs, motives, phrases and periods 
in music. ’ ' 
We ought to teach our pupils so that they can in¬ 
stantly perceive in aft/its different aspects wherever it 
occurs. We know aword at sight, without being con¬ 
scious of seeing itsfindividual letters. Why should not a 
chord be as quickly noted ? Practice will enable us to do 
this, and,will assist the slow reader in a marked manner. 
This means, of course, earnest mental endeavor: 
Thus, in tne stiidy of musical-form late® on, the; knowl¬ 
edge offnarmony gained in the pfSt becomes of great 
service in the assisting to ,a clearer understanding of the 
matter. 
It. also aids in making intelligent musicians, and 
should there Me the little spark of geriius within the 
breast of the aspiring student, such knowledge will help 
it to spring forth, 
1 - 0 . .— f 
\ ' LIFE-EESTS. 
“ There ig-no music iii a rest, hut there is the making 
of music in it.” ^n our whole "life-melody the music 
is broken off her.; and there by “ rests,” and we foolishly* 
think we have comb to the en i ab the tone. God sends"' 
a time of forced leisure, sickness, disappointed plans, and?/ 
frustrated efforts, and makes a sudden pause in the choral 
hymns of our lives, and we lament.that pur voices must 
be silent and our part missing in the music which ever 
goes up to. the ear of the Creator. See himbeat the time 
with unvarying count and catch up the next note as if 
no breakingjdace had^come between; 
Not without design does God write the music of our 
lives. Be it ours to learn the .tune and not be dismayed 
at the “re_ats.” They atje not to be omitted. If we look 
up, God himself will beat the time for us. With the eye 
on Him, we shall strike the next note full and clear.—- 
John Ruslcin. > H 
AN ELEGANT DESIGN FOE A PIANO GOYEE. 
A very beautiful piano cover/is. made of cfark blue 
cloth, Indian red or maroon, broadcloth, worked with a 
border of-sunflowers, which is set on a band of broad¬ 
cloth inserted between) narrow bauds of the material 
used.for the cover. Small sunflowers cut out of yellow 
felt, the centres of which are brown plush, are appliqued 
V c mtinuous vin< uj on the border, with t all w( rked 
in brown, crewel and foliage cut from shades of green 
clqth°on serge arid applied. The edges can be worked 
in loose buttonhole'stitch in crewel of the same yello^X 
The li ves n d and edged with a lif-.i or dark 
green crewel In contrast with the ground of the leaf. A 
centre piece=may also be made from the same design in 
the shape of a wreath, but this is optional.—New York 
.Recorder. ' ■ 
EDITOBIAL NOTES. 
A HINT FOR POOR TIMIST8 
.Poor timists need to exaggarate the accents in what- 
evei they are studying. ’■ A sn * • ifng a pi r all 
accents and points of emphasis need to be particularly 
overpo 5d But h i 3oe pot i iply piar f mi ling 
The correct way to accent is to play the unaccented parts 
of a measure softly. * . " 
“ When you make music without time, ,;l 
- You will find mortar without lime.” 
“ Success,” A appealing practically to the interest of 
teachers.!’ “Short Sentences/rom Beethoven’s Liter¬ 
ary Writings,” compiled by W. F. Gates, are paragraphs, 
well showing Beethoven to be not only a composer, but 
a deep thinker upon all musical subjects.. 
w ro pIjAY before t sYesti ts 
NEVEWfperform for; another a piece that has difficulties 
which cause hesitation in private. - The mere fact, that 
there are.difficulties makes the' performer nervous* and 
when' in this state one' makes' needless mistakes. _ These 
bring mortification with increasing nervousness, and ulti¬ 
mate failure. There is no one thing that needs to be 
reiterated and drilled into the mind of a student more 
than passage practice. Every difficulty must be con¬ 
quered when first met, by a slow, accurate, and pains¬ 
taking practice. The special difficulty of a ran is in its 
fingering. -Just what notes &m to he played are readily 
learned. -The difficulties require some painstaking in 
their solution, but nine-tenths of the practice of the other 
passag f he'sake >1 drillin| the fir ring » j th 
hand. When the piece has no longer technical difficult 
ties, and the phrasing has been clearly developed, eacF 
phrase having its proper climax, and one phrase is taste¬ 
fully balanced with another, it is safe to, play before 
others. 
MUSIC AND ART IN THE PUBLIC PRESa 
Why is it that in our daily newspapers, and the week¬ 
lies ofthe better class, monthly journals and magazines, 
outside of our profession, music finds- so small a 
place? Art matters are extensively reviewed. The lives 
of artists and descriptions of their pictures are given a 
large amount of space, while among the readers of such 
i ther n >e but i jr r . - . « ), , . r 
especially interested, because only a wealthy few of cul- 
tivated taste, and-’those who appreciate higher art and 
have time to visit the city art galleries, take any Bpeeial 
interest in this subject; whereas.^ from the lodging^room 
of the poor mechanic to the brown-stone mansion, there 
may be found, musical instruments, ranging from the 
mouth-organ and jews’-harp to the most expensive piano 
and pipe organ. Now-a-days almost every young lady 
plays, and now that music is so commonly taught in our 
public schools, all the children sing. Whatever the 
children do attracts the parents’ interest, and it would 
seem that' no one subject coaid be mentioned in our 
daily, weekly and monthly journals that would engage 
the interest of so many people as musife They would 
not only dog great good for the advancement of our art, 
improving the Sunday-school and ’ church music, and 
lending their interest to the establishment of amatenr 
orchestras and chorus societies, but they would furnish a. 
department of their periodicals that would be eagerly 
read by almost all their shbicribers. . . 
There is no doubt but that in the minds of the middle 
aged and older.people of our country there remains 
much of the olden time prejudice against musical art and 
its votaries. It used to be said, when a man was good for 
nothing else they matte a music teacher or fiddler of him, 
and that idea still clings, to the minds of a lamentably 
large portion, even, of educated people. But a new 
order, of*things is fast sweeping away that unfounded and 
unreasonable prejudice. _ * * ■ . 
•; , ' ’ EGOTISM AND PRETENCE. .. 
“ Arrah, but the gossoon knows how to lave ’is finger 
down an*the roight kay,’’ said an Irish woman when a 
young man sat down at the instrument and dashed off a 
few ‘noisy chords and sweeping mm; the same pre¬ 
lude, by the way, that he has played for the last seven 
years. 
- Not infrequently we meet amateurs who have a noisy,, 
showy way of putting & prelude to whatever they are- 
going to play. This same genus is very much given to 
improvisation. .A few bizarre chords interspersed with 
some dashing runs, a short hit of melody here, a few 
sfca to hotel there, seems to make np the r whole stool 
of ideas. If such aspire to play the. organ, they entirely 
i noi •> grand 'creation! the mas rs of fas Inst u- 
ment, and regale .their long-suffering congregation with 
full-el da > if the ton! dominant an , sub-dominant 
and a m v ell a chi * natie altei attorn f fa rh< 1 - 
plentifully interspersed with “Tiandiorgan ’’ runs. Per- 
haps they lever anal] • their -««$■» feelin , but any 
musician would say of such performances, that the player 
was trying to hide his- own ignora'nce'hy the noisy display 
he i id?, l covei th ms-'--.''" of in ention ».- his 
trikii chords and si wy run , He reminds me >f the 
cuttlefish, who is too cowardly to give battle, and , so 
stirs up an inky and murky cloud in the water, and thus 
blindii - enemy mal got hi es pt )i of th 
lgenious fabl from SSsop of the nat sitting oi the 
axle of a flying chariot, complacently saying, to himself, 
“ What a dost I am kicking up.” 
This style of amateur scratches his name on-" the key¬ 
boards and writes it in all the books ; if he shonld own 
a diamond, he.certainly gets his illustrious name on all 
the window-panes, so great is his thirst for immortality, 
so determined is he that his name' shall ever be before an 
admiring public. .. 
A pianist of. this class once had the audacity to call 
upon Liszt. As was his custom before receiving new. 
pupils, the master invited him to play/ Oar friend sat 
at the instrument before Liszt and a room full of pupils 
—many of whom have since become famous—and dashed 
into his prelude of chords and runs. Liszt, who was a 
master of sarcasm, turned to the assembled pupils and 
remarked, “ He plays almost qs well as some pianoforte" 
tuners.” -. ~r*T7J 
The1 August dumber will be especially.attractive. Mr; 
Finck, perhaps i;he leading musical critic of our country, 
contributes‘an article entitled “Shall I Compose?’’ 
E Sherw . * Fife .< ■ rit s i pra jti< al article up m ‘ Fh« 
Cultivation of the Imagination,” showing how to interest 
young pupils. On other pages we present-several arti¬ 
cles of sprightly, lively reading, more adapted to the 
summer months . . 
One of our |editors gives a timely article entitled 
See ! ” And Bhe threw her head back, made, her lips 
describe.a sort of parallelogram, and the common every¬ 
day scale rang out as musically as her. first aria in “ Car¬ 
men,” ..It wasn’t a.scale as the pupil understood it; it 
was music 1' It was a revelation to her. 
“Now, my dear, I’ll tell you what you want—-bodily 
exercise. Do you practice any gymnastic or calisthenic 
movement?” _ 
“No? Well that is bad.- I have been singing ever 
since 1 wasfou * u peat old and In vet le t day pass 
that I do not take exercise to expand iny chest and 
refreshen my lungs. It is a stimulant that the vocal 
chord mu f h - I go througl ten difi ren n . ements 
and practice each one twenty-four times.?’ ’ - 
She rose from-the' piano bench and proceeded to beat 
the air with her arms, showing th"e pupil exactly how to 
km, bei muse il it force without training 
“You need not take it so violently. It is not to 
strengthen the arm so much as to expand the chest. 
Keep your head, still,” and the Baroness de Wartegg 
threw^her arms up and down, from side to side, and as 
far back as she could, explaining- that one needed a 
loose jacket to do the exercise .correctly. 
. “ Breath is the first requisite for tone, and you need 
not expect to sing until you have increased yours, ’ ’ 
shaking faei ngei e n c Benin ly 
“ You have a fine voice, but you do not yet, know how 
to use it. Now, let me hear one of your songs. ” / 
Miss ,Griffith produced one of the sentimental songs of 
the day and began- fe singAt,: the charming eantatrice 
playing her accompaniment! A' n 
Mmek Ha.uk watched her critically, and when she 
finished threw it aside ‘ and rubbed her; hands signifi- _ 
canfly. . ■ ' - 'A;- - 
“ My dear child, that is trash. Yon mustn’t spend 
your time on that kind of music. Haven’t you any of 
Mozart or Schubert?” 
“ I can sing ‘ Last Rose of Summer.’ ” 
“ Nd, you can’t. Only a consummate artiste can sing 
those simpleqrjittle ballads like 1 Last Rose,’ ‘ Sweet 
Home’ and ‘Suwanee River.’ Haven’t you anything 
else at all?” 
“ Well, I’ve only been studying a little while,” the 
pupil replied, apologetically. 
“ Yes, but it took time to learn that,” pointing to the 
ditty, “ and it was time wasted.” 
“ Now, you must get some simple songs by Schumann 
and Schubert and Brahms. Here, now, is his f Sontag ■’ 
just let me run over this .for you,” and it was delightful 
to hear the exquisite way she sang that charming little 
German ballad. .■ ; A ’ ' 
“ Don’t you like that better ? ” she1 asked, looking into 
the bright eyes of the captivated girl. V 
: ‘‘ YoAhave the voice and the feeling ? yon want train¬ 
ing and directing; yon want physical exercise4that will 
enable yon to run the scale with one breath, and yon 
want good, wholesome; music. Trash like that which 
you have been singing for me is like a diet of candy—not 
nourishing. Work at slow scales and the solfeggios in 
piano, forte and piano again, and you will get flexibility 
and execution. Work incessantly aud systematically, 
butAon’t over-study.” 
Then sheTTeated faerselfiin front ofc&he favored visitor 
Ill 1 . i l'' ^ C 1 1 -1.1 -11 
MINNIE HAUK'S MUSIC LESSON. 
A pew days since Mme. Minnie Hank was called upon 
by a young choir- girl, who desired the great prima 
donnato give her some information about going abroad 
to study. . ~- 
After some pleasant conversation, Mme. Hank said ’to 
the girl (Miss Elizabeth D. Griffith, of Bennington, Vt;): 
“ What vowel do you use?” '■ , • ' 
. The pupil told her six, naming them. 
1‘Indeedl I use only one, ‘ah.’ I studied with 
Errani, Strakosch and Conrto; they, all taught me with 
the same one, and I have used nothing but ‘ ah’ all my 
life. However, you muBt be your own judge tin the 
matter. Now, before we begin, I wish you to under-' 
stand that I mean to be perfectly candid. I will say just 
what I think. I shall be honest with yon. 
“ Now sing the scale for me, and t&ke the long- 
drawn notes.”. r 
The scale was sang, but the tones were not full , and 
did not please the distinguished artiste. 
_ v“ Ah, you do not study your scales, I see. ” Now. that 
is the great mistake young singers make, and it is fatal. 
You mnkt work at your, sealesi They are the alphabet 
of music. Without them you can do nothing ; remember 
that.” S 
Then she generously proceeded to give the girl a lesson, 
and together-they ran up and down the major scales, 
took the arpeggios and chromatics until the canary bird 
in the next room became overpowering and 'had. to be 
covered up. 
“Hold your notes, heed the time, hnsband your 
breath and open your month,” were her orders. “ Open 
your month, I say,” she repeated. “ How do you ex¬ 
pect a good tone when you keep your lipB together ? 
J ' ' ... 
and told her how to take care of her health and how to 
work, read and study for “ harmonic culture.” She told 
her to keep her feet dry, her head cool, and her chest 
warm; to take an honest view of life and take no favors 
from any one. ' 
"“ Make no secret of the fact that you are a poor girl. - 
There is ho disgrace in that. The world knows that 
wealth is inert, and that the/bravest struggles and best 
triumphs are made by the poorest artists. Be perfectly 
honest about your condition, and be too proud to aspire 
to anything yon cannot earn. 
“ If yon want to please be natural. Truth is always 
better than affectation, andja great deal more lasting. 
If yon have any intention of$-doing comic opera, relin¬ 
quish it at once. Operetta won’t help you for the legiti¬ 
mate. It is a school by itself now. Do Elsa ? ' My 
child,'don’t dream of such a thing. You are tob-young. 
Wait until yofehave had more training. In your unde¬ 
veloped condition the-strain would ruin your voice. 
Wait until—you- have a repertoire of- lighter, brighter 
mnsic. Study Verdi, Gounod, Bizet, Donizetti. Get 
songs by standard composers and learn to sing them as 
they are written. The translations are not always gojod, 
for the reason that in the original the music and words 
arq written expressly for each other, and when you 
change one you change the song.—Ex. 
Do not waste a minute, not a second, in trying to 
demonstrate to others the merits of your own perform¬ 
ance. If your work does not vindicate itself, you cannot 
vindicate it, but you can labor steadily on to something 
which needs -no advocate but itself. .... Toughen 
yourSelves a little and accomplish something better. 
Inscribe-above your desk the words of Rivarol, “ Genins„_ 
is only great patience.” It was Keats, the most preco¬ 
cious of all great poets, who declared that “ nothing is 
finer for purposes of production than a very gradual 
ripening of the intellectual powers.”—T.W. Higginson. 
Ill —EDU0ATIO1 OF PIAMSTSi 
I I Y i '* K I I i X 
■ If the student s - lassl- all; I diced sl>*. t. ty sonatas 
of Clementi, Kuhlauv Haydn and Mozartfurnish * the 
best food for . both fingers and brain ; bat if modern 
showy music is the aim there are many authors to select 
from,, like Lange Spindles* Kc It Ketterer Ascber, 
Leybach, Smith, Hunteti, Mayer, Bendel, Mason, Mills, 
Thalberg and Herz. We might urge upon the student 
th classical, s bst&ntial side fo study, bat i <• <**,*»< 
aim to be prejudiced toward either -Bchoo^ wiH'pnraue 
an independent , coarse, leaving the student, free to- take 
whichever ™nta ha nr Hha mav feel inclined to follows . 
We wish'.1 j taterigh here . that the gr< 1 mistake of 
nearly all those-who study the pianp is to practice too 
fast, thereby acquiring the habit of stumbling or stntter- 
ing, the effect of which is murderous, to ears, nerves end 
music on performer and listener alike; There is no one 
thing in my experience as a teacher that causes me more 
anxiety and trouble—that constantly needs shch watch¬ 
fulness and close attention as this universal persistency 
of scholars and teachers to practice everything’too fast. 
As soon as the scholar gets a, little flexibility into his 
fingers, yes, beforerhe begins to accelerate the time, or,: 
as Mr. Plaidy once said to me, “appropriate the time;” 
meaning by this to convey the idea of taking the tempo 
info one's own hands regardless of'one’s ability,to cope 
with the difficulties of the piece or the intentions' oL the 
author. Too^much attention cannot be given to playing 
the notes correctly from the first. To do this satisfac¬ 
torily, slow, deliberate,, connected practice is absolutely 
lecessarj also correct fing< lag. Iti fetteryouBhould 
plaj on piece, ho\ n i simple tl or igbly w 11, than i 
dozen pieces badly. There is no credit or honor attached 
to a bad or indifferent performance of any piece of mnsio, 
and thongh we may have the ambition to play a hard 
piece it is infinitely better to play a few easy ones well 
first; When.yon have Bncceeded in mastering them it is 
* me t( tl in * of at< ip 4sg to « nl i hi rde -1 ei Be 
sure to master whatever piece you undertake before pro¬ 
ceeding with any new ones. The scales are the founda¬ 
tion of piano playing and it is impossible to plaj any¬ 
thing well before they have been pretty thoroughly 
mastered, although many attempt to do so; Playing fast 
leads to manybad habits, such as striking wrong notes, 
non-observance of correct finger marks, stumbling, re¬ 
peating notes several times, besides a generally detached, 
hurry-scurry manner of getting otar a piece. No piece 
performed in such a way can ever be satisfactory or 
musical either to performer or listener. If the student 
has pursued our subject thus far and thinks he has not"1 
reaped the full advantages "from the sources we have 
herein enumerated, let him return; immediately and 
make i thor 1 ev m, foi we ish bin © begi < 
see if r. 1 of todies with t jfai i al f cilit nd 
full understanding of the subj'ect in hand, without which 
he is ill prepared to renew the journey to which-our sub¬ 
ject is about to take him. 
In beginning this second period of piano study it is 
pH am d tfee schoh i ©roughly qt Hfied 4 ,r 
difficult task. TBfi?: mastery of Czerny’s four books-of 
“velocity, the three4 books of lioeschorn’s, op. r 66 and 
velocity, op. 186, together with other studies mentioned 
n . b a tic e. . * e a if! ? * proof 1 o pis y i zernj - 
■ velocity studies in moderate time with a firm, even, 
legato, connected touch; requires considerable skill, and 
presupposes the scholar to hav< lone goody faithful 
technical work; yet there iB much more to be done, in 
fat 1 e th esh Id ur store! .-a.* hard « v shed 
. * £ 1 vsy seemB distent, : ha dlj liscei lible but s< 
much of it as iB open to view presents a hard,, rough, 
difficult road to overcome, Boeschorn’s velocity, op. 186, 
is much harder than Czerny’s, requiring the latter as a 
- pping-stone o preparation they unbrace modem 
te b let * diffit titles f jreat - i i and.cannp with pro 
jjriety he: ignored, for they are; decidedly useful! ’ The 
studies Which come next in/order and which are almost 
nniversally used ’ey good/teachers-as the most essential 
Theretere no studies yet published; so far. as > we know;! 
whichTd© or. can supply their.: place; These studies are! 
ars ly tfech ical ha ting n objeici in riew.bt t he pi pi ■ 
-•te -• j| development and perfi sting th ne a: c I 
! skill .of the fingers as sneh they axe unequalled, Jbut. 
must be conscientiously studied and mastered; They 
of *1* gfudiaa H santj are Czerayli daily tail 
should be playedslowly at first;^vfith a firm tonch, until 
they can be played through’ several times in succession 
without mistakes; when they may and should be taken 
n s with a fa tei tempo in.order 1 > gain the fesfred result® 
intends : jy 0mir pra tice, name! . velocity Foi 
melo I ons st dt m be used will th. we di * o ies op 88 
of <Loeschorfrare good.; alfec ,weaty»f hi “'Variations 
Elegan c? Oz my’i are mu ioal mi highly k s 
ional. There are many well imposed and inte« sting 
pieces by Franz Bendel, Wm. Mason, S. B. Mills;’J. K. 
Paine ,and. other American authors; which may be used 
at this juncture with pleasure and profit. We djieak 
especially for Bendel, because he composed a large 
number of very elegant and instructive pieces which 
come within the capabilities of all students who have 
followed our instruction up to'this point.' The harder! 
sonatas of Clementi and Mozart can now betaken up. 
The Peters edition is the cheapest and best to purchase, 
for :*'»3 are plain correctly print -d and have been care- 
fullj fingered-by Pen who are m itmi of that u 5 
not necessary to name any particular number at present, 
bat lat r m * shall pacify which, arp of . the most prac 
fical benefit; dementi’s twentyrfonr.preludes and scales 
most now :be taken up. They are a necessity .to good 
piano playing and thetime spent on their practice will 
never this regretted. They are. dry, ha,rd and hot particu¬ 
larly interesting, but are’decidedly educational.’ The 
first two books of Schmitt’s studies, op. 16; are pleasant,’ 
useful, and are technically educational. They may be 
practiced with pleasure and profit'. 
’We now come to the more'extended 6 trades of Czerny, 
called the “ Art of developing the fingers,’’ op.' 740. 
They comprise fifty studies and’are now printed in one 
book. Littolff -edition is-the cheapest and best; The 
stndent should try to learn these* studies to play in the 
marked metronome time. If he has-been diligent and 
"v.ia practicing what-ws have' goh< jve hb will 
have sufficient execution to do them with persistent hard 
work.' Von.Billow and Madame Essipoff, the'two 
finest technical pianists who have visited ’this country; 
say these studies must be known by every one seeking to 
play the piano respectably well. The sonata in C major, 
op, 84; E flat, op. 12 ; toccato in B flat, op. 47 ; sonatas 
Q mnj op 26 and 10; B flat, op; 4?''an C ifljor, >? 
S of Clementi may be vin n u coms.ec ion ith t'w 
above studies. When these have been learned take 
Czerny’s toccato in C, op. 92..and:continue its practice 
till it n be | erfe 2tly wel f'-y f| it is 
written in doable notes which require mnch hard work. 
Carl Meyer’s toccato in E major is beautiful, both as a 
study and concert piece, Schumann’s toccato in C, op. 
7, is good for technical purposes only. Other' studies 
selected for special purposes may be learned in connec¬ 
tion with what has been already recommended.! Mozart’s 
sonptEB, though ubt particular] beneficial fot purely 
technical study, should'be practiced for pleasure, and 
reading purposes. . They also have a tendency to greatly 
improve the taste for all that is truly beautiful1 in> piano 
playing. The sonatas in F major, C minor, A;major, 
A minor and D major, are extremely beautiful in musical 
form, are'full'of tender sentiment, and no one-cam study 
these sonatas thoroughly without feeling their influence 
to be powerful for alt that is pure, good and' noble in 
musical art. . 
We have’ now Come to another difficult point in onr 
studies, -but don’t lose courage, dear friends, fbr it is too 
late to retrace our ^teps. Therefore turn not back*, but 
persevere to this mi. Though1 there may not be “ mil¬ 
lions in it,” there is satisfaction enough in conquering 
the innumerable difficulties opposing yon to repay yon 
well'for the trouble. Our next studies will be Gradus 
ad Parnaspum” of Clementi; They are technically, 
difficult and about as dry-as! five-finger exercisea; but1 
for usefulness in mkstering difficult passages, for general 
technical executidn they excel ^ other nth 
’ .te * ‘ ' 
which we are pfecessary to devote 
much time tojthe practice of these studies for they will 
nottarnish, substantial benefit to, the student unless they 
are most .thoroughly learned; By this alone can real, 
lasting, bbnefidai results be attained; 
Clementi, it is said, was,- a perfect technical pianist, 
which will, readily.be belteved by those who study his 
worka when tbey are told he was a perfect master: of 
them all? besides: being ; master of^ all other' standard 
works of his time.v^ Cramer’s celebrated studies, which - 
•requiretachnical finish; can now,be taken up; They are 
beautiful and must be perfectly mastered, otherwise their 
beauty ig lost. L; ■ . - ■„ 
OAEELESS: iBEGIlflEES. 
BY CHAS. J. ROCKWELL. 
;A careless teaching of the elementary principles of any 
science or art .will cause .its results to be felt throughout 
the-entire career of the stndent/and the baneful effects 
of such a course cannot be over-estimated. • The atten¬ 
tion of teachers and students should be repeatedly called 
to this matter of perfection in little things, because it isj 
attention to: little things that makes perfection, - There 
is a growing inclination, to slight elementary work,.and 
pat it over as trivial and of no gre * r?i ort Ei men- 
tary drill once neglected in the early stages of instruction 
mnstiforeveribd-considered as hopelessly lost, when that 
tinm has passed. It can never be regained in. after years. 
Bp, improve the opportunity while it iB present. Keep 
in mind the Greek builders who fashioned their masonry 
with the same care and exactness, and chose as good' 
material when they were yet below the level of the sur- v 
face as when aboye it, even thongh its perfection might; 
never be seen. 
■i All certain and desirable growth is slow growth. The" 
vine that springs np in a day may wither in the glare of 
the succeeding ! day!s , sun, brft the young oak which re¬ 
quires i a lifetime toi reach even/ a moderate growth may 
breast the storms of scores of ‘ winters. The greatest 
results, productive of the most good, often spring from 
the smallest- beginnings, which in themselves may have 
appeared most trivial or insignificant. The tare can run 
faster than the tortoise, bat the latter wins the race. So, 
given a poor beginner beginning p.roperly/and another 
beginner who may bid fair to surpass the great Liszt1 
himself, and yet beginning wrong, and the pobr student 
inay be. relied npon in the end to bntstrip his more 
talented rivals ; The mdst prosperous beginners niay 
bring aboutmost disastrous endings. Fine talent which 
needed only a proper development to bring it ont, is 
mistaken for genins; and.a genius; according to popular 
fancy, does not1 require’to be taught the minor details of 
an art. that knowledge comes to him by intaitidn. There 
is nothing more erroneous and absurd than such a sup¬ 
position. Molart, the greatest musical genius that even 
lived; was one of the closest of students: ; “T assure 
youVtehd said one day to a friend; “ none has devoted 
so nluch/ care tor the study of music as I; there exists 
not a celebrated master whose works I have not dili¬ 
gently studied.'’ The neglect of laying a firm ground¬ 
work -will tell on the future progress of the students. 
Blow and blaster soon exhanst' themselves ; nqisei p.nd 
fuss and ignorant pretension is never long mistaken for 
true talent. 
The public in general now^knows too mnch about 
music to be deceived. It requires more of an ordinary 
player of the’present day than it did of the virtuosi of 
the> past. - It isrimpossible to become a prominent must- - 
pian without a genius for genuine < hard work, a willing-: 
ness to study all the elementary principles and to master 
all the intricate apd perplexing detajla of the art. 
Thoroughness in little things is absolutely necessary in 
the-making up of a musician, .. ' 
Yes, it pays to start well-, to be patient, to, be, willing 
to work, tnne or tib tnne, until every little trifle is fully nn- 
derstood. The pieces will take care of themselves, they 
can wait, they are in no hurry to be'“ executed,” ana 
/the people in general. are<.perfectJ3?fwilling to forego the 
pleasure, of hearing you play, my young friend, until you 
tan prove yourself ■£ deserving claimant for their atten¬ 
tion and praiae.—The Canadian Musician. 
OOMMITTmGMIJSld TO MEMOEY. 
BY HERVE D. WILKINS. 
The ability to read music mentally “ to one'B self,” as 
we say in ypeaking.pF reading a book or a paper, is far 
more general than we suppose. 
First there are the com'poset-s—they must have the 
ability to do i;, although' there are many of these who 
cotnppsepnly at the piano 
- Ore ;ral cot ctors ave it, and some of them even 
'bee mate t memory and direct without rctes. 
on BU w, Bubh . and oil do this.—- 
The Mwieal Meeord. • ' 
,180 THE ■ ET.TTDE 
HEW HTBEIOATIOHS. 
We have recently received~from the author, Edmund 
"J. Myer, f. s.. So. (London), s work ©a the voice'en¬ 
titled “ Vocal Reinforcement.’’ ThiB is a book for vocal, 
teachers and pnpils. It is very cleverly writtenVggd 
takes up the subject of vocal culture theoretically, 
m hanicallj Intel ctually and jpetiesllj M.i M ei 
is one of our most successful teachers in-voice culture, 
and this bo k is the final resul f. long expe ience 
untiring investigation and e , perim n . Teach rs J 
vocal music mil find much, to interest end instruct in 
this work. Many half-truths are brought to a full light. 
It is a book that will well repay careful perusal on the 
cftear. But no account is taken of the mp^ern extension 
of the limits of tonalityj as exemplified in ^fagner^ 
and theirsuccessors; and no pointy is made of the im¬ 
portant third and sixth relationships whioh constitute so 
important an element of modern -harmony: This informa- 
ParlS^^mm Recitaj % the BupilsofMisg Miriam Coit, 
Nea&HjffN.J. .r-’-r'V 
Re veilleW Liop( 4„hands, /K-ontski; Sonitine, No. 2, - 
A; and B, Ronidei'Militaire, Biehl; Happy Dream, May 
Rapture, Liphner; Valse, Rummel; Mazurka, 4 hands, 
Meyer; Doll’s Dream, Oesten; Danse Hongrbise, 
turn the studenthof this book will be obliged to acquire | Bohin;,. Falling Leaves, Mfiller ; Barcarolle, Gieble; 
Silve Bells, ipindler Sonatina ' > 5, No.2,1 uhlan; 
Tarantelle, Ludovic; Morning Greeting, Gurlitt; Span- 
ish Danses, 4 Lands, Op. 12, No. 1, Moszkowski. 
Concert by Mr. Arthur Foote, with the asinstance of Mrs. 
E.M, H. Hascall and Mr. Eliot Hubbard, for the 
1 Benefit ofthe Family ofCalixa {Lmall€ey Boston. ■ ' 
f Italian ConcertOr—Allegro moderate, Andante expres- 
sivo, Allegro assai—J. S, Bach; Songs, “ Stille Sicher-' 
elsewhere, or misa it entirely. 
“ altered” chords,Jclearly and fully. 
From its. chosen standpoint the bookisflill and cleair, 
and, with the exceptions above 'note^, is to be * com¬ 
mended. ■ But its standpoint is precisely what it would 
u f I ihengrin fannl iu e md then u< > had 
Part |IV teeats*6£ the 
J ZiS. 
never been writtenj and.if such men aa Hauptmann, .. .. ... .. ... .. 
vonOettingen and Riemann had never led harmonic h«H” ‘‘Ttagh Murmuring Brands,’’ ‘‘Frfihlings- 
. . , . . . . . , . gedrange,” Robert rranz; Etudes Symphoniques, Op. 
part of all young teachers and thorough study, on the speculation into new and promising paths. I hat no text- 1g>>Rbbert Schumann; Songs,1 ‘ Herbstgeffihl,” Mbvih; 
part of the pupils. It can be ordered through oar office.' book on harmony can be complete, now-a-days, which ^Because of Thee,” Glayton Johns; Preludefrom Suite 
p • „ ©oka leaves such matters out of account, need hardly be said^ in E minor, E. A. MacDowell; Waltz in A. flat major, 
X libOj ^JA»Uwi V ’-. * 1 ' . ' . - • ■ " y TTI.l 11 - > ’Vf". K-:* -1'.' • *WA1 J3 _•_ Cl *j . *. T*k 
Unless harmoni ts re bopelet ly-giten « rer to lbntal 
ine ia, the h&cmony teaching of. thefuture';, must go 
beyond Mr. Bussler’s outl< ok. J. C. F. 
We ha nother nets ork upoi this subject called 
“The Voice ia Speech and Song,” by Theodore E. 
Schmt * no E iden, New York, Publisher, 893 
Pearl St. Price 75 cents, postpaid. 
This is a well-written work and is-meeting large sale. 
Many. quotations from standard authorities are intro¬ 
duced into- the work, which treats of the voice both from 
a theoretical and practical standpoint. It is especially 
adapted to the needs of advanced students and young 
teachers, while teachers of 
much of interest and value 
■ OOSTOEST PROGRAMMES. 
Ethelbert Nevin ; Prelude and Fugue, from Suite in D 
minor, Arthur Foote ; Caprice on the Duett from “ Der 
Freischfitzj” Stephen Heller; Songs, “ Meine liebe ist 
/gr!Ia;’i’ Brabmsiv “,Im ;Maien;’’ Schaefer ^Rhapsodie in 
G minor, Op, 79,' No. 2, Johannes Brahms; Waltz in A, 
■flat imyor, “Le Bal,” Anton Rubinstein. 
FiangfSecitql by Miss Katharine P. Norton, Rutland, Vt. 
Allegro, from Grand Sonata in , D, Op. 53, Schubert; 
Kammennoi Ostrow, Op. 10, No. 22, Rubinstein; O 
i Fatima, Von Weber; Sonata in A flat major," Op. 26, 
Beethoven; The Garden of Sleep, De Lara; Romance 
in CL minor, Scherzino, in B flat, Op. 26, Schumann ; 
Romance,:Psvane, Orth; Peer Gynt-Suite, Op. 48, Day- 
l.break, Death of Aase, Anitra’s Dance, The Hall of the 
Mountain King (Imps chase Peer Gynt), Grieg. 
Missown VaUe:;> College SchoolofMusi.c, with Biographi¬ 
cal Sketches and Deseriptior: of Heces, by 1 <ar J. 
Place, Director. ' 
“ Hommagaux Dames,” Op. 86, Faaca;: “ O Leave 
Me Not, Dear E.:art,’1 Mattie T. ; “ La Sonnambula,’’ 
. jiii•„ « , Op.' 27, Leybach; “ Fille du Regiment,” Op. 116, 
f large experience will find gmith; “ Happy and Light ”J (from Bohe ian Girl), 
in its pages. I W Balfe March from the^ Rains f Athens^’ Ru¬ 
binstein ; Polonaise in A, Op. 28', G. Merkel: In the 
eKEyWs?h^NY- Bj 
^”e . ’ ’ . . thal; Rondo in G, Op. 61, L. Beethoven; SecondMa- 
rhe introduction to this ork contains at Imirably ,, t O; ; 1 Godard; In the Chimney Coyne 
clear statement of the nature and scope of the science of F. Cowen ; “ Allegro con -brio,” Sonato in D, No. 11, 
Harmony; of the aims of its study and of the limita- J- Haydn; First Sonata, 4 hands,.Op. 80, F. Schubert; 
taons of its relations ho free artistic creation.^ Sonato in F, No. 28, J. Haydn; “ Germany,” M. Mosz- 
The treatment of the Consonant Principal Chords J^owski; u Allegro ina non tanto,?? Sbnatat Op. 9, No. 1 
begins the work proper, consideration of intervals being (twopianos), J. L.Dussek; Overture to “Magic Flute’’ 
omitted. The parallel minor key is presented simnlta- (tw;o pianos, eight hands), W. A. Mozart, 
neonsly with the major, and the chief chords of each are Music School qf Pittsburgh Female College, Theodor pupils frequently lose practice rather than disturb some 
presented clearly and practically, .Then follow practical . _ ^.Salmon, Director, ImeiDihimrof the home^who”may be ill, or from dislike 
exercises in the use of these three triads, both in major A* \v®n,n®» Schnmaaw; Etade, Op.26. o. , an- t0 playing before some'musical visitor who 
and minor; but soprano melodies are given instead of Ballade and Polonaise, Vieustemps;^ Oh. Promise Me 1 may chance to be present at the hour given to the instru- 
basses,—a marked departnre.from the cominon practice De Koven; Adasrio, from 8d Suite, Ries; Eros (Melody), ment. To obviate this, many of the piano makers have 
Op. 27, No. 1, Foerster Rhapsodie Hongroise, Liszt; 
Harry and I, Anon ; Protestations, NorriB; Spanish 
Dance (Habenera), Sarasate. 
THE TOKE-SOFTENINQ DEVICES. - 
The ‘piano nuisance,” as it ia ealledyis being se¬ 
verely dealt with in some European cities. : In one 
instance the authorities will not allow the, ontade win- 
flows of. a room to be opea^where a piano is in use. In 
music schools,unless - pianos are widely separated 
or haVb heavy partitions, between the rooms, the music 
can be heard from one room to another. In their homes 
of 1 I t-bo ks )ne mi| perh ps, tal - sxceptior 
I h< -v Iy fr« •' S**i4 allc > « 'r lea ner •• transferring 
the common tone from one voice-part to anotner (p. 12) ; 
since the common tone forms one of the most important 
means of chord-connection, and chord-connection, in 
Elmira College School of Music, Edward Dickinson, 
Director, Elmira^ IV Y. 
Symphonic Poem, “Lcb Preludes,” after Lamartine 
introduced devices to soften the tone at will, some using 
a stop, others a pedal; The use of these is to be com¬ 
mended for another reason. A great deal of the pnpil’s 
practice is technical and comes in the centre of the in¬ 
strument, and to relieve the hammers of unnecessary 
natural relations, is the very thing to be taught. If there (arranged for piano, four handj?, bythe composer), Liszt; wear length ens the life and ^tonequality oftha instrn 
be anything substantial gained by these breaks, it is not: Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2 (“ Moonlight), Adagio, Allegretto, ment. This is especially true of the practice of accen' 
A ^ ilfirtifK ” I ■ n 
obvious, even to the experimental critic apd teacher. It Presto Agrs;r », B- ethoven; Scene and ir, ‘‘ Judith, 
. .... ... . .. . ,j Concone ; March and Chorus^from “ Tannhaenser,” 
certainly must tend to weaken in the pupil - the sense of I WagnerDiszt ; Reverie, Vienxtempa ; Rondo, E flat, 
exercises. 
the importance of strict voice-leading. If this point were 
strictly insisted on as soon as the open position of chords 
1« b.&t 11 in rodu ed (j 18), perh pa then vould be 
after all, little harm done. But, even after that, some 
of . m id E - xer ises (s e M( - • 20) brei . < on 
nectio s unnecessarily An xample occnrs measures 
1 and 2, Model 4, where a good connection, between 
Tonic nd Domii mt t -.i * aailj have been secured by | Got rt Romance (new), 1 _©<* Lieblin 
taking the last chord in meas. - 1 in ■ dose position. 
There are examples in succeeding ‘‘models” where"] 
the voice-leading might be mnch Improved. 
The inversions and the rules for their nse are well ex¬ 
plained. So is the Dominant Seventh and its treatment. 
The- so-called “ chord of the Ninth” with its inversions 
receives elaborate treatment. It would perhaps be wiser 
«to omit all this and treat the ninth-,'major or minor, as 
a free suspension or appoggiatura. This would save 
pnpils no small amount of useless labor. Apart from 
this, the treatment of~discords and of free voice-leading Dripph: Tempofli Marcia, No.'8, (four hands), Loeschr 
is sound and clear, and goes into minute detail. Part I tom; Yolkslied, Oukel Ting. 
constitutes a solid compendium of the traditional doc- Haydn.. Inglesd.de School, New 
trine of harmony, with chpion. eiamplSa. Part II Is a _ . .. 
_,_„ j , ., . . . .. , . Sketch of Haydn s Life; Tno in G major (including 
thorough, complete and lncid treatment of tones foreign the famous Hungarian dance rondo), Piano, Violin® 
to the harmony; including passing-tones, bvjgpnes (im- Violoncello ; Military Symphony,! two pianos, 8 hands ; 
pr perly and meaninglessly called ‘chanin^-tones )<, Uric Pia o, 0 .<re' Violin: Violin Solo. Sonata in 
l * ■ •, •>-. - ■ • * ' - ■■ - ~ : m_!_ i in;:: T xyiv,^ : 
strict and free suspensions, anticipations, etc. Part 
di a! > exhai stivt ly, balnuj from the • raditional i tand 
point, with the subject of modulation. . The treatment is ] poorwill, Trampeta, Drum .and Triangle: 
THE EKGXilSH EEGISTBATION BILL FOB TEA.CHEBS. 
The English Parliam4nt is considering a “ Teacher’s 
Registration Bill,” in which English teachers and 
musical societies are extremely interested. 
This Bill provides for the examination and licensing 
of teachers, mnch in the same manner as iB done with 
Chopin; Romance, Op.'41. Raff1; Cradle Song, -Two doctors, lawyers and teachers of public schools in this 
_ ; Impromptu,, country. The object is to protect the better class of 
Scharwenka; teachers and prevent the charlatan from gaining a foot-. 
Weber; Serenade,1*D minor, Schnbeft-Liszt; Solveig’s 
Song, Grieg; “ I once had a Sweet Little Doll, Dears,” 
Nevin ; Polka do la Reine,. Raff. 
Piano Concert, by Emil Liebling, Chicago, HI. 
Sonata, Op. 81, No. 2, Beethoven; Vaises, Op. 18 
and Op. 84, No. 1, Nocturnes, Op. 16, No. 1, OpHl7, 
No. 2, Op. 66, No. 1‘, Etudes, Op, _86, Nos. 1 and 7J 
Op. 17,. Concert Etude, Op.. 27, No. 
Mennetto, Op. 17, Serenata, Momento Giojoso, Valse, 
Op. 84, No. 1, Moszkowski; Chant dn Ruisseau, Lack; 
Etude de Concert and Polonaise, Schytte.^ 
Musicale by Miss Glover’s Pupils, Grand Rapids^ Mich. 
Reverie, 8udda; Schottishe, Latonr; Sontag, Op. 
101, Gnrlitt; Heather Rose, Lichner; Palm Leaf Ma¬ 
zurka, Ferd. Hiller; Tulip, Lichner; March, Geise; 
f 3 tg Bus er 8 GaiO; (fonr hi i ds) 5 arl Merz C avotte. 
No. 1, A. Barili; Nocturne, Goldbeck; Song, Anchored, 
Michael Watson; Flashes from the West, Goldbefik; 
Finale, Mozart’s-Fifth Symphony (fonr hands); Gavotte, 
hold. 
In our country the College of American Musicians is 
doing much to raise the standard of teaching. The 
many conservatories and schools of music are steadily 
raising their graduation requirements ; in fact rapidly 
so, especially in the line of theory and methods of teach¬ 
ing.The latter may be Baid to be a peculiarity of the , 
American conservatory, which not only teaches playiDg, 
Binging and theory, but also gives normal courses in the 
science of teaching. 
It is a well-known fact that-a great many fine musi¬ 
cians are poor teachers, and the practical turn of the 
American mind is seeking to remedy this defect as above 
Stated. _ 
The thorough study of Bach is .indispensable^ to 
modern pianism, and while reacting in the most favbr- 
•le mapper on th< technique, it also encourages a move 
mnBicianly appreciation sac tret ent of all i i u 
woxk,^-E]nil. Risbling, 
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PAYING THE PBIOE. Base is not happiness; forsince the mandate was given, man of unusual talents but a lover of ease, who had come 
1 - “In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,M man’s, to see the reason of his failure:— 
»sa 3HAS w Li DQW. g sales happiness has been in a fruitfi « tc y 
“ *7 , , Frau von Goeth* wrote f~ I In very deed,’ Seldon said, his voice still husky. 
SiVA< ndm avihzedj pl» -Si eon y in thepreseri __ _ _ -- - • '■ - ' ' 
To-day they feast, to-morrow they starve. They depend with myself, and with the rest of mankind, than directly 
on Ipck and 'chance for. the means of existence, there- circumstances." - _ 
fore they never become- wealthy, they never grow in Bat how-can one enjoy “ inward contentment;” if he 
knowledge, nor do they develop and grow to a nation of knows that he is not doing the best, that his talents make | improve oh the record’ 
power and influence. But the individuals of a civilized him capable of accomplishing? Can one be happy 
nation look into the future and plan for to-morrow and while consenting to a lazy self-indulgence of ease and 
next year; and whoever is especially successful in for- indolence ? 
tune, influence and honor has planned for the future 
'with the'most wisdom, and followed his plans with the words — 
most careful fidelity. He hah sacrificed no future good “Religion asks for the utftofc Scarf, and soc 
for a present gratification. To-day’s pleasure and ease Nelj“her the Ghria*'1®n the tefcher con c 
has had to give way for to-morrow’s good. If he has A most notable 1 ustration of thi 
gained wealth it is because he denied himself of every- ®rea* artl8** Michael Angelo, 
thing but the bare necessities of life. - If he has become “Whenever Michael Angelo, that ‘divine 
learned and known for his knowledge it is because he has great dea,BIlf he d0Bed himself up from tl 
wo Sed and studied vhen other men idled and slept. Ifhe lead su a solitary lift a friend 
is a man of far-reaching influence for good it is because he limb artist,‘is a jealous god; u requires i 
has put down the evil in himself with a high hand and Dl,ring Wb mighty labor at the Slstine chapel, he refuoed to have ultimate success there is a great and perpetual joy in this 
subdued self and lived a life of self-denial, and so de- ®0.m“n,llc“ ®n w t any ,ownho_use- —•  iaw nf in™ Tt j-r... li.,. - 
, ,, , , . . . , . .. V . This is as true of the study of music as of the profeo- 
reloped he mod spiritual part of his nature. Any , . ,. , , , , , 
^, , b , ,.. sion of teaching, for the whole heart must be given to 
ne ho has the ambition can become ) el or learned . , „ 
. ., . . , . ■■■ ’ one’s best endeavors, and that with a singleness of pur- 
ora person of wide influence, if he will deny himself . , ,. . • 
, , .. pose, like Buxton, who attributed his great success in 
present gratification for the sake of future conquest; if v< x i* x • , 1 Xx xt.. ^ x 
, 6 ~ ^ ’ v life to his being a whole man to one thing at a time. 
Uwill pay the price m self-denial. “ This one “thing I do,” was his motto. In fact, if we 
If the parent will spare the money and use his influence , , . „ 
, r. ,. , make a mark in the world we must do as Professor Henry 
and sometimes his authority, his child may hecomeiskilled ., <<t x_- ii . . .. ... 
in music in a profession or become what the world calls 8&ld °f hlm8elf 5 1 &11 my ^ °“ 0ne pomt untl1 bt w. h. ^dave.X in mus e, m a proiession, or Become what tne world ca ls Imakea breach fl But all of this singleness of aim wiU ___ / 
a scholar. If the child will sacrifice sports and self- , , . , ., . , ... , ... .... / 
. , , ... ., , x j i , ; . be lost unless those, who are stirred with ambition dovas The mnaical hTtv in an Tnnoli indulgence m his youth and study hard, he may become y, , . ., e ,. - ... , .... N ahe musical siry js so much obscured by the pompous 
i a • *1. -y. • , T„\, * v -n Confucius said of himself; “If I am building a moun- arrogance and dicfffi of peihntry, and the insincere, 
a ea w in e pr ssiona w r . e eac wwi taiDj and stop before the last basketful of earth is placed rhapsodic vaporings of affectation, that frequent gales of 
study and practice all that his time and strength will on the summit I have failed.” “Aim high,” said James common sense are needed to dispelthedenseandsuffo- 
allow, deny himself of recreation and the pleasure of p ii t -,nii n eating clouds thus created, which impede the advance- 
society, he can become eminent and enjoy all the honor n888 ° ’ - ' mentottrue musical education, darken appreciation, and1 
x, , x. . i.- -n x x j xu . ., “Life is a leaf of paper white beget the insincerity of moral cowardice in m&ny/.well 
^b^fhis may bring. Parents must deny themselves if Whereon each oneofns may write , organized, genirfpeople, making them feel ashamed to 
What a fine thing it would be if we could get back into the paat 
/. ‘ I would like to 
“Happiness depends more on an inward contentment; with God, bo setback twenty years, in our old college annex, and be allowed 
r sHfiir to tty again. I think l would make e very different record ’ ; 
“-The'buSy, jrf^esBfulf.earnest man looked over at his friend, who 
was gnawing his/|ipe;s.a«-ji'.'|jfB moastaefc*; to keep them from tremb- 
, air: ‘Yes,' he said, ‘wecould 
lach of us; but after all, a great 
i would be left in the lurch if we 
Would it not be better for us to 
take a fresh stand now, and go forward, making vigorous effort to 
.,,,, .... ,.  ,:......    right all the. mistakes, anid at the close of the next twenty years, 
Carl Merz gave utterance to a great truth in these | when we are on the home Btretch, come out in the triumph of those 
who overcome ? It is the life before us which is.full of possibilities, 
my dear Seldon, not the past.1 “ , 
jK . , Haste not, rest not, calmly wait; 
Meekly bear the storm of fate, 
Duty be thy polar guide, 
Do the right, whate’er betide 1 
Haste hot 1 rest not I conflicts past 
God shall crown thy work at last. 
Finally, while the price to be paid for success is a stern 
self denial and much hard work, yet besides the honor of 
MELODY AND PEDANTEY 
1< THE "IT 
EXPRESSION' AND ITS CONDITIONS;' 
BY EDWARD DICKINSON. 
One of the most interesting questions in musical study 
and ritu a s, Wfa it the basis f exj sssionf v-- 
other words, what is the essence, of that quality by which 
me player makes a iec ter impression uj man t lienee 
hai - >the of equal echnical skill ‘ and how can hi 
quality be taught or acquired? The question practically 
stated is this—is expression a matter, of preliminary 
study, >r r • the s r« jg st Sects , n an audi nee the 
result of the heightened feelings of the moment? And 
also, how far can the art of moving the emotions by a 
musickl performance be taught by definite rule and pre¬ 
cept? The opinion widely prevails that expression is 
mainly or wholly a matter of “inspiration,” as it is 
called; the player that sways his audience is supposed 
to be profoundly stirred by some uncontrolled excite¬ 
ment, forgetful of himself, forgetful of his hearers, 
thrilling them with the electrical intensity of his mood. 
One that does not almost repeat the achievements of 
Timotheus in “Alexander’s Feast” is by many pro¬ 
nounced cold and mechanical. But I am sure that every 
interpretative musician will agree with me in saying that 
expression in playing is, a large part ofit at least, a 
matter of foresight, of careful study, of com, intelligent 
design. 
There is a close parallel between the art .of a musical 
performer and the art of an actor. A first-rate actor 
leaves little or nothing to chance. The most impressive 
performances upon the stage are not those in which the 
ctor i o c ried a >y the motional excitement ol 
th > * on hat-1 loses onsc of themes is he 
has to employ. It is'said that the elder Booth often 
imagined that he was actually the character that he was 
p i lath ; at hat mi it mes it w s dangert s q fei se 
ith <■ Brit Bootl rae : at his grea esf -a aic 
m nents Acting although j sepbfane of lift not 
actual life—it is an art, and shares the-law of all art, that 
emotion must never go to the point where it overleaps 
the bounds of order and beauty. A famous English 
actor, I think Macready, was once asked, “ Do you play 
best when ydu lose yourself in your part?” and he 
replied, “No; because then I forget to perfect the 
part.” 
All this applies equally to musical performance. The 
greatest rendering upon the piano is that in which the 
technical powers are held under the control of the 
reason, guided by the player’s knowledge of the laws of 
musical effect. A player is certainly often inspired by 
his audience to achievements that he cannot equal in his 
calm practice hours, but that is because the excitement 
of the occasion lends him an unusual and temporary 
nervous and muscular vigor which enables him to 
heighten the effects that he has previously planned, _ A 
calmand thoroughly self-critical performance does not 
exclude .emotional ferVor, for those beautiful, soul-movr 
ing qnal ies that we often perceive in tfte work £>{ grea 
I rform rt ar not only laftily studied ■ i ileulated 
but are also often automatic, independent of the will. 
How often has Edwin Booth played Hamlet ? I would 
not undertake to say, but certainly, post of the tones and 
gestures have become a second nature to him. He was 
one night playing “Hamlet” at the Boston Theatre, 
In the grave-digging scene he recognized the skull as 
one of the antique properties of this establishment, and 
threw in this aside to his companion: “ Alas! poor 
Yorickf (the game mouldy old skull) I knew him, 
Horatio,” and so on; and this without disturbing the 
thrilling pathos of his tones with which in this scene he 
always brings tears into the eyes of hiB hearers. This 
grotesque illustration simply shows that the most moving 
.expression may be and usaally is '"dependent, not upon 
impulse, but upon careful study and confirmed habit. In 
reproductive as in productive art, effect is the result of 
obedience to law. 4 •_-•—, . 
The prime condition of beauty in instrumental per¬ 
formance is correct tone, and this is mainly a matter of 
study. Many think that a good touch is a gift. To 
some extent it is sp, but it is very largely a- matter of 
intelligent instruction, and intelligent imitation. The 
proper action of finger and hand, shading and tone- 
color, are based on established principles. Rhythm and 
phrasing have been subjected to the most refined scien¬ 
tific analysis and their laws established. s The searching 
. ut sk J bringing into i slief >f h leading and the in¬ 
ordinate melodies, the proper use of the pedal, the 
balance oi parts, the determination of tempo as Indicated 
by the general character and the changing phases of the 
piece—all must be reduced to the closest scrutiny in the 
juiet the i i< and wl a the play r comes befi re Mb 
audience every difficulty has been considered and every 
possibility of accident-guarded. ‘ - 
All this concerns the technical part of performance; 
how ab rat '"--1 subtle, evanesc nt indescribable thing 
called" sentiment ? 
actually be the rqgultMl'hhdfconsuffiimatipn of long pro¬ 
cesses of patient toil, although it seemed to him a sudden 
and unaccountable illumination from a higher sphere. 
Here, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter: 
nothing permanently good and fruitful can come from 
mere impulse and a reliance upon chance stimulus. As 
every -great art creation has come from toil, often ex¬ 
hausting and full of pain, so i§ the same law laid upon 
those that are the re-creators, by voice or fingers, of the 
works of the masters. First, patient mastery, through 
wearisome days and nights, of the recognized means of 
artistic effect; then the constant purification and renewal 
of the embtional faculty by a reverent surrender to the 
influence of allthat is beautiful in art and in life. 
We must alwayB bear in mmd thattbe plaj 'km not 
put some hing into the piece thi v is not herebeforc 
bathe has to-bring out o lethln that hect r >oserhas 
hidden there. For the beauty of a work of art is not a 
general, universal beauty, but a particular, characteristic 
beauty; and the player’s task is to discover the charac¬ 
teristic beauty of the piece and - present that to his 
hearers. The beauty of a prelude of Bach is not the 
beauty of a nocturne of Chopiu. A Mozart rondo calls 
for one style of rendering, a Beethoven adagio another, 
Schnmann fantasie, another, a Liszt rhapsody still 
another. Caprice, the impulse of the moment, has 
nothing to do here, bnt reason, intelligence of the broad¬ 
est kind. We commonly speak of a musical perform¬ 
ance as an interpretation. Wbf^, does the player 
interpret—himself? By no means. He mast interpret 
the composer,' learn as best he can what the composer 
intended, become imbued with: the master’s whole spirit 
as shown in all his works, pnt himself en rapport with 
the traditions of interpretation, avoid obtruding his own 
fanciful and egotistic readings in place of the plain 
indications that have come down to him, 
So much we can analyze and define; and I have but 
mentioned principles to whose working out volumes 
have been devoted. But another element calls loudly 
for consideration and must be heeded, for it colprs and 
pervades the whole, yet is so subtle and mysterious that 
it mocks all precept and fine-dravm.distinction. That 
element is—personality. The soul of the performer 
does and must reveal itself in the performance, and the 
soul is something that'we cannot sound with oar little 
intellectual plummets. Sometimes, in teaching a pupil 
all that I knew in respect to tone-coloring, rhythm and 
all the rest, and when my instructions have been sernpn 
lously followed, I have heard an indefinable something 
deeper than all I had told, reBonnding through the tones; 
an individuality, a personal magnetic thrill that en 
chanted me because of its mystery and its magical grace. 
I try to resolve this bewildering charm into its elements, 
and I find at the bottom of my crucible an unknown and 
irresolvable ingredient called personal power, character, 
soul. The conscious, technical elements were all there; 
hut they were informed by a spiritual presence, trans¬ 
figured by sympathy and God given insight. 
It follows, then, that to produce music^that is truly 
expressive both the intelligence and the sympathetic 
emotion must be disciplined and cultivated. To produce 
beauty one must be'able to perceive beauty; he must 
love it with all the heart and soul and mind and strength 
Only passion can excite passion, jn art only, love can 
arouse emotion. As Faust says to Wagner: 
“Never from heart to heart you’ll speak inspiring, 
^ • Save your owe heart is eloquent.” 
The grsaiperformeir, therefore, must have a mind that 
kindles at the touch of everything that is profound and 
noble in his art; he mnBt have an imagination developed 
by the study of what is beautiful wherever he finds it j-hej 
must be able to see keenly into the very spiritual kerne1 
of the work that he interprets ; then, with an easy and 
complete control of all the technical means of perform 
aaee, his rendering will be true and expressive. With 
his emotional? nature developed and refined by long 
familiarity with the most perfect, models he: can safely 
trust himself at times,to the.inspiration ofthemoment—• 
for it will aoti be literallyofthemoment, jbutit will 
LUSIOAS ABREAD WINNER FOR GIRLS. 
BY LOUIS LOMBARD. 
In the musical profession woman stands on a par with 
man.. She is never underpaid simply because she is a 
woman. Can this be said of young women who earn a 
precarious living as book-keepers, stenographers1 or 
clerks ? In the coarse of her musical career she does 
not need to part with any of her womanly attributes. 
;■ The income of the woman who. can teach the piano 
and, perhaps, the violin; or singing, will always be 
greater than that of her less fortunate sister in the factory 
pr countingroom. 
The theme does not permit me to expatiate op the re¬ 
fining influences of music, bat I cannot refrain from say¬ 
ing at a musical Education is of greater valne than 
could be expressed by monetary equivalents. She who 
has: acquired moderate Bkill in music will elevate her 
entire environment. Her ennobling influence will be 
felt, whether she live in the hamlet or the metropolis. 
1 In hundreds of seminaries and common schools she 
can earn a good salary. From the church she may 
derive an income as organist, or singer, whidTshe can 
add to that from her private pupils, -Thus, the young 
Woman who studies only with ihs view of adding to her 
accomplishments, aequirps>sYneans of livelihood which 
she would find extremely useful si; uld .capricious for¬ 
tune some day^£ofce her to earn her bread. 
What^woman can achieve as composer, or conductor, 
stillremains terra incognita. In this free land, how¬ 
ever, where, without overstepping the boundaries of de¬ 
corum, woman is pitted daily against man in industrial 
and intellectual contests, is it illogical to infer that the 
Bex that has produced a George Eliot and a Rosa 
Bonheur will one day give mankind another Chopin? 
In the United States the musical profession seems, at 
timeB, to be the exclusive domain of woman. In our 
practical country a father fearing to thwart his boy’s 
chances of becoming a Cleveland or a Gould, seldom 
makes an artist of him. Therefore, notwithstanding the 
influx of Europeans, the demand for musicians is greater 
than the supply. Colleges and schools frequently write 
to directors of conservatories for competent young 
women music teachers. The music committee of every 
church wants to find better singers and better organists. 
And every impresario searches for good voices and good 
musicians. For these, and other reasons that would tax- 
the reader’s patience, I believe that parents of music¬ 
ally inclined daughters cannot invest money^uiore profit¬ 
ably than in their musical education. 
.MAN CREATED MtJSIO. 
Music is the most original of all the arts, being, more 
than hnyiither, the spee d creation of the hitman mind. 
The sculptor and the painter can find their prototypes 
[ and models in the forms or beautiful men and women, 
and in natural scenery; the poet depicts the actions and 
feelings of hie fellow mortalSf-ani even the architect 
uses few forms and designs which he might not have 
copied from the shapes of mountains, trees and flowers. 
But the musicians have been obliged to create their art 
almost entirely out of their “inner consciousness.” 
Nature plays no symphonies or operas, and the short 
scraps of melody that are to be found in bird songs, or 
the noises of waterfalls and pine forests, poetic though 
they are, could hardly have suggested even an alphabet 
for the musician’s art. He had to invent rhythm, melody, 
and harmony ;- invent Bong, the musical forms of the 
sonata, rSymphony, song, opera, oratorio, and the count¬ 
less minor forms of compositions; invent the numerou.s 
instruments which have been in use at various timeB, and 
the best of which are now united in the modern orches¬ 
tra ; invent a notation, a method of writing music and 
reading it at a glance; and so on. .Everything had to bo 
invented, gradually improved ~antf perfected! and the 
Darwinian law of the snrvival of the fittest is illustrated 
"iiti the history of musical scales, forms of composition, 
and instilments, as well as in the evolution of animal 
forms. -l 
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Questions anfl ^nswerp. 
Ques.—1. When a pupil can play Cramer’s Studies 
fairly well, is it advisable to begin the study of Mozart’s 
Sonatas, and the easier composition's of the other great 
masters? , r"' ? 
Ans.—Cramer's Studies are much more technical than 
sesthetical, and the usage of the better class of teachers 
of the present is to let the training of the musical taste 
and the study of music from an sesthetical point of view 
go hand in hand with technical work, ' Before taking up 
classical music, it is generally better 'to have "played 
someth! fit a Hell th isier < np oms I ;hi - 
'i 
mann, and some of the best, easy to moderately diffi¬ 
cult things by our modern composers. ^But in answer¬ 
ing your question, Yes.. A^pupil who can play.Cramer 
can play the sonatas of Mozart'. Moreover* only the 
finer and most easily understood movements should be 
selected, as it is a waste of time to gq through the whole 
volume. Ifs^he Student’b time is limited, and he is un¬ 
able to go on'With an extended course of study, it is 
better to select the^fayorite movements from all the 
great masters rather than to^ke their works complete. 
There are from ten to fifteen ofilbes&|azqurka8 of Chopin 
it ___i_i_:_' _ii.' th t a - extreme! pleasing, and •, •«*,l ralue t the 
conscientious student, and, by the way, these'-Wqrks are 
altogether too much-neglected. But whatever is^vgn, 
let it be easily within the pupil’s ability, both technically' 
and aesthetically, for if classical music is to be well 
played, the mind must be fully at liberty to give^thor¬ 
ough attention to the expression rather than the technic. 
s C. W. L. 
Ques.—1. Should phrasing be taught to reed organ 
pupils? 
2. Should phrasing be taught to all piano pupils tas 
soon as they can read notes ? 
8. What is meant by rhythmic < i's ? 
Young Teacheb. 
• Ans.—1. There is a great deal of mystification upon 
this subject of phrasing. One definition of it might be, 
that the music is to be played effectively. Phrases in 
music correspond to sentences in reading, and are to be 
in the mark, “ Una Cor da.” In early pianos the actio A 
was shifted to one side, so that the hammer struck but 
one string, hence, the term. In modern gtand pianos 
the action is still shifted to one side, bat the hammer 
trik twc st in * a nprif ht plat os there are vari »t 
devices to make the hammers lose much of their force, 
and strike softly, varying the tone color. The more com¬ 
mon device is to introduce a slip of soft felt between the 
hammer and the strings, thus reducing the power mate- 
i al y,ai ag - * th to ec dor as nuch th po sr. 
In the square piano there is a slip of felt introduced with 
a like effect. ■ In all cases its use should be very limited. 
In the bf t editions c tl rt >< t and mos difficult music 
it is always indicated by the composer. In music of the 
common grades as to difficulty and content, it is seldom 
desirable to use this pedal. 
As. a direct answer to yovra question, when the com- 
poser wants a diffe ent tone joloi with, at the sam< time 
softness, he puts in the expression marks, “ Una Corda.” 
The nse of this pedal is not to he encouraged when the 
composer has not indicated its necessity. C. W. L. 
one subject to another in a composition where the numJ 
her of notes to a count is particularly changed. After 
all, it is but a rhythmic crutch, and in the end the pupil 
must be able to go alone without these external helps. 
This theme has been thoroughly treated in the issues of 
the pait year. C. W. L. 
Ques. 1.—Will The Etude oblige a subscriber by^an¬ 
swering the following: It is not possible for me to/enjoy 
the instruction of a good teacher. I wish to knpw more 
about phrasing. What y^ork will best teach mb how to 
pi r ise - essfully, a I pla with effs tive Expression ? 
2. In The Musician, hy Prentice, is it' intended that 
the pupil shall memorize each piece ?folf not, how are 
he to b< studied ? , . 
1^3. Will the little pocket metronorrie answer as well for 
practical work as the more expensive instrument? 
Mansfield. 
Ans. 1. mre are twoways of learning phrasing? 
and both shouldfoacombined for the best results. Such 
editions of Heller, aalhe^Thirty Studies, recently issued 
from this office”, have their'phrasing clearly marked, and 
the letter-press descriptions aUd lessons give much 
needed help. To study phrasing frbitKa practical stand 
point; take such music as yon may havej^and play^pas- 
sages repeatedly, emphasizing what seem-'ttr^yQu the 
more intense chords, or theugtes^seeming to.have 
most content, and ingke-slight pauses at the places yon 
think thejphras@send, not forgetting to begin the phrase 
separated very similarly. It would not be considered^1*A moderately strong emphasis. In-nearly all cases 
very good reading if the reader allowed hisjvoicATo be 
perfectly monotonous and madejKr',pause whatever, 
running the sentencesjtggethef? and' continuing in one 
wearisome, nnbrqkeifmonqtone to the end of the piece, 
and onlyAtopping when the end was reached, giving in 
, thisrendering every important word but the same stress 
of voice that was suited to the unimportant. This is 
true of too much playing. Every phrase has its climax, 
and the player should crescendo till the climax is 
reached, this being the loudest point in the phrase, after 
which there should be diminuendo to the close. Phrases 
are to he separated the same as sentences in speech, 
therefore the reed-organ pupil should phrase as much 
as play^in time, or-play the notes that are before him.*"' 
2. This has been answered in the above. 
8. Rhythmic scales .artf those in which the pupil 
counts and accents given notes. A new work, soon to 
be issued from this office, by William Mason, is entirely 
devoted to this subject. Scales treated in this form be¬ 
come filled with new life, and are fascinating to the 
pupil, inducing him to do thorough scale practice. 
Pupils who practice scales in their rhythmic forms ceaBe 
to consider them dry and uninteresting. C. W. L. 
Ques.—Will The Etude give me some information 
as to the use of the soft pedal ? Do the expression marks, 
“piano” and “pianissimo,” indicate its use. 
E. s. L. 
Ans.—The use of the soft pedal has nothing to do, 
primarily, with power. In nearly all instances where 
this is marked, it is because there is adiffefenttone 
quality required by the composer, and he calls for its use 
for much the same reasons. as when in orchestral music 
he passes the theme' from one clasB of instruments to 
another, because he. wishes a different effect in the tone 
‘color. Still, the fact remains that, with tlie soft peSalJ 
the music is softerthan wl en itis not i sed. Butt ae com¬ 
parison holds true, since there is a vast difference in power 
between the different classes of orchestral instruments. 
Whei t! e so ped « i3 d« - ;e 1 jy tl < om; see, he puts 
HUTS AID HELPS. 
The office of the teacher is to encourage, inspire and 
enthuse the pupil in his work. — A. S. 
The cause of mnsical education suffers greatly because 
harmony and counterpoint are not more generally 
studied.— 
It will not do for the teacher to be dull and uninter¬ 
esting: during the lesson. It is better to crystallize im¬ 
portant points into pithy phrases which will stick in the 
pupil’s memory, and exert a moulding influence upon 
the bent of his study.—I1. C. Jeffers. 
Counting aloud may be generally dispensed with after 
accuracy is well- grounded, but to be used whenever 
needed to oassist in analyzing difficult rhythmical pas¬ 
sages, and to furnish a test as before mentioned.—H. 
H. Johnson. 
’Nervousness and failure—nine cases out of ten—is 
attributable to inassurance, and this evil is traceable to 
inability, which again is caused by a hap-hazard and un¬ 
systematic style of practicing, or by application in the 
wrong direction, and being told what to practice and not 
how; they have neither guide nor method, leaving every¬ 
thing to chance.—Franklin Sonnenkalb." 
you will be able to decide as to the real phrasing. It 
may be well to say that the phrases are not always of 
uniform length, not even in any one composition. There 
is no cut-and-dried rule that can be applied, nor would 
standard authorities, in editing a piece, give the same 
phrasing throughout. There would be as various ren¬ 
derings as of different elocutionists delivering the same 
poem. Volume I of W. S. B. Mathews’ “ How to Under 
stand Music,” will give you mnch help*. Any-of the 
standard works upon Musical Form will help you in the 
theoretical part of the subject. After a careful study of 
a piece, have the courage of your convictions and play 
it as seems right to yon. 
2. A great deal of attention is being paid to memoriz¬ 
ing music. Some teachers go to extremes in one direc¬ 
tion and others in the opposite. The medium coarse is 
best. Such compositions as are of special musical worth, 
and are pleasing to the pupil, should be memorized. 
Perhaps this will apply to one-third of all he learns. A 
student who memorizes easily, will commit nearly all 
he studies. One who finds it difficalt will, naturally, 
memorize fewer pieces. 
In an experience of twenty years, I haye never yet. 
found a pupil who could not memorize music to some 
extent, although scores have assured me it was impos¬ 
sible for them to do so. This Bnbject will be folly treated 
in an article in some future issue. The pieces that the 
pupil does not memorize should be thoroughly analyzed, 
and a clear idea oPiheur construction fixed in his mind. 
This tends to an intelligent rendition and expression, and 
gets the pupil in the habijlt of “ playing into a piece, 
rather than over it.” ■ * 
8. The principal use of the metronome is to give the 
rate of tempo. The pocket metronome is fully as accu¬ 
rate for this, purpose as a more costly instrument, but 
the latter gives a distinct tick-tack by which the pupil 
can time his music while practicing. It is a great boon 
to snch pujals as are defective in time, or have a weak 
feeling for rhythm; also, in helping a pupil to pass from 
True skill consists, jotrin correcting, bntin avoiding, 
faults. Bat^snclfan avoidance can be acquired only by 
a very slow and frequent practice. 
Young pianists and organists should cultivate the prac¬ 
tice of improvisation. To improvise is often to arouse 
jbie* creative energies, and by this means sometimes 
ptwer^of composition are awakened, which would else 
have slufttb^red through life,—-George T. Bulling. 
Suggestive teaching is that which instead of telling the 
pupil the thing he hasH^learn, leads him to find it out. 
Pestalozzi says, “ let the child not only be acted upon, 
let him be made an agent in his bwn education.” “ The 
mode of doing this, ’ ’ he says, (p. 148) ‘is-not by any means 
to talk much to a child, but to enter into conyeisation 
with a child; not to address to him many wQrdsfohqw- 
eyer familiar or well chosen, but to bring him to express 
himself on the subject; not to exhaust the subject, but 
to question the child about it, and let him find out and 
—correct the answers.” _ 
Exclusively slow practice will spoil the playing. It 
takes the life out of the mnsic. It must, then, be alter¬ 
nated with two other degrees of speed, in the proportion 
of, say six slow, six moderate and three fast, and so on, 
over and over, until one learns the passage. This is not 
a rule ; it is merely indication of the proportion ne¬ 
cessary to be observed, in order to secure accuracy, with¬ 
out sacrificing the musical quality of the playing. And 
it is in the almost total neglect of this kind of practice 
that pupils in general may find the reason of their poor 
success.— W. S. B. Mathews.' 
It is allowable for a performer to betray, in a very slight 
manner, his innate feeling for the mnsic he is interpreting. 
A turn of the head—a motion of the wrist—of the eye¬ 
brows—will often serve the audience as a key to the 
nuances of the piece. I have seen mrtoosi, who owed 
half of their marvellous command over their audience to 
an eloquent and graceful physical carriage, and to the 
expressive play of their features. The strongly-marked 
personality of a performer has much to do with success ip 
concert ; and when once the audience is brought under 
this magnetism; the music almost seems to proceed, as it - 
were, from the performer, rather than from1 the instru¬ 
ment itself. But this is no excuse for tie contortions and 
writhing whereby many players seek'to express their feel¬ 
ings. Angular elbows, head-shaking and^undue tossing 
of the hands should be avoided.—5. C. Jeffers. - ■ - f 
m 
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, . 0 " , IT, The oft-quoted Book says: “ No man having put his A portion of the work is devoted to song and ballad 
.-.— ■ ... . - hand to the plough, and looking hack,-is fit for the king- singing, in which clear enunciation is made a special* 
dom.” When a person has thoroughly made up his study. All the different vowel sounds, and the soundB 
The practical turn of the American mind is stirring to a point, there is hope of the accomplishment of produced by the consonants, are illustrated by a full set 
itself to meet a demand that has long-been vague y e t, ^ fie8jre> and, ihaving.8tarted in the course of study for of exercises which are part of the pupil's daily work, 
but only recently put into a working form. It has first ^e sake of becoming a musician, one needs the spirit of Mr. Boot does not treat all of these purely from a 
found expression in the State Normal Schools an co - ^ WOman, as illustrated in the following anec- mechanical standpoint, but there is a great deal of taste 
leges. Some of the best minds among our educators ,jote: “ A Scotch,.woman decided with some others upon and aesthetic feeling manifest throughout the work. The 
have been formulating a science of teaching music, an attempting some elaborate needlework. Some weeks pupil is taught to sing with expression and declamatory 
recently a number of the leading conservatories of music iaterthey met again and compared notes. The others effect. He aims at making musicians as well aB singers 
have added that department to their curriculum. This jj^j cj,ange(j their plans for something easier, or more in of those who study this work. Last, though nofoofrthe 
is a move in the right direction, and means much-for the ^ faaj1i0I1) an(j they urged the old lady to follow their least practical value, is the'series of tegting'and grading 
future of music in our country. . It is already acknow - esampie< «No, my dearies, it is easier for me to go on exercises which will enable tbe-teacher to find outek- 
edged that some of the best music teachers in the wor an(j finish this long piece of work, than to change my actly .what each pupileaEdo. Their power of advance- 
are on this side the ocean, among American musicians. i >» Carlyle had some of the same spirit, when he ment is, asJt 'were, exactly measured. This is a new 
TEACHD IAS 1ST 
^
They are men and women who have availed themselves 8a-1(j . <, Conviction, were it never sp excellent, is worth- Jeature'ofespecially^ practical value to those schools that 
of the advantages given by the new science and art of ie8B till it convert itself into conduct. Nay, properly^ graduate vocal pupils.. ” ~ 
teaching, added to their knowledge of music. The fol- conviction is not possible till then.” From an extended conversation with Mr. Boot five or 
lowing, from The Teacher, speaks of this tendency among , -^8ixyearssince,Iwasverymuchimpressed withhispro- 
the ffiighep institutions of learning, TOFW^TTBT TnATTONS found knowledge of voice culture, and in the following 
“The present movement to make the theory and practice of toacfe^ ^nxrw year I had the pleasure of hearing one of his large 
ine a part of the university curriculum, limited though it is, marks ___'  „ ._■■■. _ „ , , - . ,. , , e , , , . 
a tendency to refute the once universal idea among university mien 'Boot’s New Course IN Voice CuLTURE-AND SINGING: classes, m which my belief in his exceptional teaching 
for the Female Voice. Published by Boot & Sons, pow‘erff"andthorough grasp of the subject was fully con- 
and the John Church Co., Chicago and Cincinnati. firmed. 
This work is a new departure in vocal methods. Mr. This method I particularly welcome as being a great 
oot has made a practical combination of the best tradi- step in advance of anything that has heretofore appeared 
that * the mere possession of knowledge is a sufficient, qualification -- •—- - - • ■ - - . # 
for the business of imparting it.’ The theory.held'Bkttm most emi- ., . 
nent philosophical thinkers, thatfoe-study of educational principles fpfiig ork is a ne  e art re i  vocal ethods. r. 
-r“ loTl R i
or not, is ma^in^its way and forcing the universities to see that f . 
especially'lfor the teacher of the young, mere scholarship ismot tional methods with the newer physiological ideas. It upon this much mystified subject; a subject upon which 
"enough for the profession of teaching. is the first vocal method given the public on truly peda- Mr. Boot has succeeded in throwing some clear sunlight 
‘“It is to wards this attainment that the energy of our most, earnest g0gjc principles, and is the outgrowth of many years of and dispelling the fogs of tradition and mystification that 
^entJ^ahighM^inifOTm^ton^ard^the*1^^^; need'o^he'hom'T” 8Pecial work- In U more than a thousand pupils have are the stock in trade of many teachers. 
, , , . . , , .... , c been trained. The book has been modified and added A Charles W. Landon. When a student of music hears a brilliant performer ® . jit*- • n 
upon his instrument, the natural desire is to take lessons to, as J^her ^*Nrience demanded. It is especially The Alpha Music School for the Piano. By Henry 
^ adapted to class singing, where the class make a Sohmnrr „ , , . u ui c wi g. from such an one who shows such skill and^art; but, un-_- : . , “ . . , . . „ £ . . , , „ . , . . 
, , , , . n , , specialty of voice development, rather than sight read- Mr. Schwing is a teacher, of a long and successful ex- fortunately, these great performers are not always the ■f . * . ’ . , , A~ . . . ne .. ’ . . , , 
. , , E ,, . , me. However, the latter element is nor, overlooked, tor pgrience. He, therefore, gives a piano method for best teachers. Miss Amy Fay.expresses this very clearly, 6 ’ , . -4, .. . , . .. . 
_ the book contains ample material tor thampst efficient beginners, which is something more than an experiment. 
saying. ... sight singing. The book is logically graded. Eabh sub- He makes a very strong, point of time; this he develops, 
fintAechuique! ^Ha^g sm- ject P^pares for the next. All work is precisely marked hand-in-hand with note reading. Many of the first exercises 
mounted the hill of difficulty themselves, they ought to be able to out, and the pupil knows exactly what to do and the are played as duetts with the teacher. This holds the 
retrace their steps with a talented conscientious pupil. best way to do it. ^ Furthermore, the book shows the pupil up to a steady and unbroken rhythm. He takes 
“ Such, however, is not the case. Whether it is they have forgot- DUI):i fiow to criticise her work; an element too often much nains to teach the child to dwell UDon the inter- 
f f e ,
g
p pQ h Criti p upo
ten how they arrived at a given result, or whether it is laziness and , , . , , '« .. n , . - , ,, 
indifference ogjtheir part, I cannot decide, I am inclined to think overlooked. . _ . nal, or innate feeling of rhythm, and to feel and know 
they have never systematized their ideas into a defined form of ex- There is a comprehensive series of exercises for the thatlhis counts are of equal duration, and to count care- 
pression. They play more by instinct than by rule. Tet rules are development of the innate feeling for rhythm ; and when folly the time of each note, whether he gives one or more 
as important in practicing as in all other things. we con8jder the fact that rhythm is the life and physical counts to a note, or, notes to a count: meantime, the 
have rarely met;With one who could give me any practical hints element, as it were, that which is the vehicle for the counts following along unbrokenly. 
about technique.*' tones, by which is contained all the sentiment and ex- This he does by the aid of his four-hand arrangements, i e." D m n n m a xm n a o m a i m i n a
It may be further said that the great geniuses of musi- pression of whatever is sung, Mr. Boot has done well to 
cal art come to their skill largely by intuition and inspi- lPve prominence to this indispensable part of a musical t-on 0f tongs, but the arrangements of the melodies are 
ration. The slow plodding road of the average pupil, education. ■ ■ such that the pupil's hands can remain at rest. There 
where everything must be gained by hard work, close The author gives clear explanations of, and directions is no temptation to lift from the elbdw, but to use the 
study and application, they know nothing of. Yet, when for tone-placing, resonating, and the development of the '^w^rafin 
we wish to climb the Alps we secure a reliable guide, best quality the individual voice is capable of producing. jQ0vement From the* first lessons, Mr. Schwing has 
one who has often travelled the same path, and knows A practical system of breathing exercises is a feature of marked out much note-writing for the pupil. This is a 
every turn of the way - so in the study of music, if we tke book, which enables the pupil to develop good lung feature that is coming more and more into practice in 
wish the best instruction, it must be imparted by one who capacity and control of the breath, without which all else 5 pupils 
has trodden the difficult paths and>found the successful wiUprove a failure. He shows howto develop power for music of the best grades. 
one of all the intricate ways to reach the top. Amiel without forcing the voice; how to correct or avoid the In an early part of the course, the pupil is taught the 
says -. To do what is difficult for others is the mark of nasal or throaty breath tones; how to Becure a true in- elements of harmony, in which his knowledge is to be 
talentT To do what U impo..ible for talon, is the mark ■>»» to correct one that i„ fault, of e^rl 
-of genius.” From this it might be supposed that the With the great majority of teachers the pupil is com- Jcig88_ ten(j8 to tfie musical development of the 
genius, having the superior gifts, might be the better 'pelfed to depend too much upon imitation*-and what cfijjd from the harmonic study, while the many pieces 
teacher, yet it is true that the one of mediocre talent, if they may gain from their teacher’s singing, and then develop the feeling for melody and refined taste. The 
that talent ha, been used .to advantage, make, the most out a series of experiments for themselves and gSe',-3ieato,°h i.'a'book forSnneS 
successful instructor. For, as one who has conquered Wlth the teacher s aid, rather than upon a selt-knowl- por tfie cia88 0f teachers who put brains into their 
all the obstacles of the way, he is able to assist his pupils edge and a knowledge of how the tones are to be pro- work, and require brains in their pupil’s work, the book 
where they most need help, to encourage them in dis- duced from the physiological consciousness. Mr. Boot will be especially valuable. 
  ,   s: 
t t l , t  t i is¬ 
couragement, and point out the_path of excellence which gives numerous descriptions and practical examples, so NationaL) pATRIOTio and Typical Airs of all Lands 
11* 11*1 i Axlln il1nri{v>Afn^ 4-ltnf flirt nnnil in nnnklrtl^ fvot Gnm rvl ofn n .. V « T -rv n TT n 1 Til *1 Compiled by J. P. Sousa. H. Coleman, Phila. 
KEEPING AT IT. 
he himself has traversed.. fully illustrated that the pupil is enabled to get complete il   . . . . l , il . 
, —— control of all parts that have to do with voice production. This volume is, perhaps, the most important and com- 
I   I . That anruly'taember, the tongue, he shows how to bring prehensive that has ever been issued of melodies for all 
It is the law of this world, that things unused -rapidly- under subjection, and how to control the larynx and to nations. The scope of the work is quite extended j there 
decay.- -We may spend years in acquiring the working produce special efiehte by the contraction and expansion the^re 
knowledge of a given subject, but unless we pursue the of the pharynx. Mr. Boot shows foe pupil how to con- jn a]j there are 260 different national melodies. The 
subject, we lose the knowledge'to a great extent. This trol the palate as well as all other parts that have to do work is of greatest interest to all musicians. - 
is well put in the following, by C. N. Crandall:— - with voice production in a way that gives the pupil com- —John Church & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio,' send us the 
“It is a melancholy fact that the water yon have hoisted out of plete cdntrol over them in so sure a way that it is not a following pieces, by William H. Sherwood-. “ Medea,” 
the well for the last ten years will not do for the stockthii morning.” matter of guess or imitation._By the practice of these with detailed analysis nnd critical annotations, by A. J. 
Applying this to the needs of foe pupil, in order to exercises the pupil is as easily enabled to control their coneerts ^ith gfeat acceptance. Five others are “ Buy 
save his advancement in playing, his practice must be movements as she is those of the hand in piano tone. a Broom,” “Christmas Dance,” 1“ Exhilaration,” (4- 
continued. - - - production. , , - hand pieces), “ Efoelinda,” “ A Caudle Lecture.” 
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PUBIISHEE’S HOTES. 
_____ _ •: 
Music students who deslre-to enlarge their musical 
-‘-‘'Mason’s System of Arpeggios,” and “School of Oc- To-day I send $1,50 for my Etude^ and wish to let 
lave Playing,” price one dollar a volume; but according y°u know that I have been very successful in my wprk as 
! to our usual custom, we offer them at 25 cents each. To a teacher during the past few years, and much of my 
library will do well to look,ovpi^r premium list, and Tt m prosperity has accrued from the knowledge gained 
by getting a few ^tefibS^ftey can obinm come of ?rd°""8’8,1 fT ^ T'0-P.nger rbcido. much- enthnaiaem) from the reading o?K 
_„ _: i:„ t Exercises, they can be had for one dollar. Cash must EtuDe. I have never missed a number from the first, and 
our b< >" s as pre h im Send or premiun lisl 
sent on application This work is one of transcendent 
We have received during the past, months about thirty importance to every, piano-teacher. The arpeggios will 
packages of on-sale music returned for which we cannot be ready for delivery very soon. It will contain twenty- 
^^Wis n t U j^-tub  
accompany the order. A complete descriptive circular never'expect to miss oneyl read every word in it. 
^ J. M. D. 
I am using Studies in Melody. Playing, First Lessons 
m Phrasing and School of Four-Hand Playing, in my 
school, and must tell you that in the twenty-two years of 
find the owners. The packages were received without two illustrations of hand-position. Hundreds of teachers music teaching I have had nothing better than these 
name and address, and there is no way of tracing them, have ordered advanced copies. Please .write order on works. The music sent on approval arrived in good 
Patrons on returning music will always please remeifiber separate slip. Enclose one dollar and’receive Part I °Fder satisfaction.; I pan use almost every 
that it is necessary to place the name’on the outside of (Two-Finger Exercises) now, and the other parts as they pieCe> aUd ““d xt a .?leas,lre n n n a i e ; a m n n m =.. . Mkh MnT. tt 
the package as well as in the inside. ,It is not absolutely are ’ ‘ ~ • ^ s' -®“-ARY McDowall. 
necessary to send a letter stating that the music is re- —. The examination of your beautiful edition of “ Selec- 
. , ^_ted. Pianoforte Studies from Yon Biilow’s Cramer has 
Qrne ‘ ■■■■■ ; :; - Pupils are divided into two classes: those that take afforded me,much-pleasure.- These selections will well 
music lessons because they are made t“5, and those who Cramer epoch ’’ in a pianoforte course, as much 
^ deligi“in p“ronB "eof tw° “'i'11108' 
music, for he has the idea that he should put his instruc wh0 fiaVe their children study music as an accomplish- possible when narrowed down to twenty-one numbers, 
tion and his pupil’s time upon music that is worth the and because it is the proper thing; and those who C. F. Thomson. 
pains and price. About two-thirds of the space in Lan- have them take music because they know that it is an I have very carefully examined the “ Normal Course 
don’s Reed Organ Method, is taken up with music of ar£ that wjll make their children' better and wiser, as Technic.’ It contains advice and exercises that 
very superior character. It is such music as will im- weu a8 famish them with a means of pare and elevating every gpqdfteacher gives his pupils orally. When studied 
prove the tale of ft. pnpila, and lead them into ana- enjoyment tbronghont life. The latter kind of patroa. 5”b’°"°f JSOtoffiu 7wf»l<U& 
cessful and interested study. , It will make musicians ol are fae ones whose Children study music with interest all, teachers who have not had the advantages themselves 
them as well as players. We are receiving many orders an<} delight. And these people are discerning, they of modern school of technics, to study it. I shall use it 
for this book, where it is to be used as a collection of empioy oniy suc]1 teachers as are musicians and that in our Conservatory for young students. 
musical gems rather than an instruction book. Send have the faculty of making their pupils enthusiasts. v , M \ W-V-J°s^ 
. mu A- • . I T. , Dear Sir .—Your game of MusicaLApthors was duly 
lor a sample copy. _ These discerning patrons know who of the teachers of received, and I wish to express my appreciation of the 
their aquaintance take the leading educational musical same. The topics cover a wide range of musical biogra- 
Music Life and How to Succeed in It^ by Thomas magazines* and who are progressive and growing; they Pky» not confined to any one class, and including 
Tapper, will be ready before the 1st of August. We will know who is doing the most and best for their pupils, those of the past. I find 
allow the special oner to continue during the month or which teachers are teaching the new and best methods, given them to the class as topics to be learned. 
July. ■ We will send the work, when published, post- and who give the best music and who are doing the best ■ . Nettie Birds all, Montieello Seminary, 
paid, for only 60 cents. We have printed in another and most thorough work. Like, seeks like. The best The “ Normal Course of Piano Technic,” by William 
part of the journal a full table of contents 5 please read people and pupils seek the best teachers. The best B. Wait, which you forwarded to me, ’is thankfully 
it and note the rich store of information and inspiration teachers have the best pupils. The Etude will be found received. It is a most complete and carefully graded^ 
that can be had. from this volume. The success of his in the homes of this better class, and it helps maintain win<* ev?ry 
former volume, “ Chats with Music Students,” has been and many times to create this better class of patrons, of flexibility and musical understanding. ^In this .be wiS 
unparalleled ; there has never been published a work on teachers and pupils. The 'flash and society novel is not fail, if he intelligently follows the prescribed course, 
music that has met with such success. The second vol- found in families that are the gossips of a community ; heartily eDdorse and recommend “ Normal Course,” 
ume is written in the same vein, and is, if anything, they are the people who think of music as an amuse- *D S*Ja* use ^ among my pupils. Clara Schuette. 
superior. We would advise every reader, of The Etude ment. Standard literature and good music are to be __I kave just finished my first reading of “-Chats with 
to send: in 50 cents and pocure this volume. The offer found in families of cultivation. The latter believe that p^atton oftte pkn a^rpurposJ^the^ook^for ft 
will positively close on the first day of August. music has a mission for good. seems to me that among your various publications, so 
-— Send us. the addresses of these kind of teachers and beneficial from an educational point of.view, this will 
Five years under our best progressive teachers of pupils, and we will send them sample copies of The J^nk among the best. Every earnest, thoughtful teacher 
to-day will advance the pupiT-ferther and that more Etode. ___ 
thoroughly than would seven years under the teachers * . them upon pupils. Henceforth the placing of so read- 
of the last generation. Much of this improvement is due TESTIMONIALS. able a book m the hands of pupils will be gladly wel- 
l'“ a u  
t l  t l t t  
 
to the attention given to the art of teaching, and much _ * corned as areal privilege, and the number of more correct 
I received the “ Normal Course of Piano Technic,” by and thoughtful students will be necessarily increased, to 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 1 J , l __r_1 _ n l l_ _ 1_.1 _ j i _ . . . r .1 to improved methods of technics and helps that make  i t l   i  i ,’ ’ aa m nti i tna t  iu D  il  m a, t  
v *i • 1 • . 1 , 11 -• 1 . . W T£ Wait veaterdav. and like it the beat of anv work comtort-of/xiie teucuer*^^ tne truer progress ot tne 
the pnpil a thinking Btodent and lend h,m aid atthose SUa™ etaii ned. j!a. pnpU and the ekyation of the art in whielt we delight. 
points where help is indispensable. One of the most 
important of recent helps for the student of music is Mr. . The copy of Heller Studies received. I am very much 
_ r ' _ . . , . ,, ^pleased with it and shall use it m my teaching. 
w/haan nun <Vn Knn rnlmfl nn'-a .Tiwnvifi rvn AT vimn ri n 4hn nnittiM * i - « Bernardus Bockelmannfti invention of printing the parts 
of a fugue in colors. The chief theme is printed in 
1 coi er-the t in gre n>.and where tripl* co 1 
• ■ / . E. B. Story. 
» Twenty.X)ne Selected Pianoforte Studies,” by J. B. 
f Cramer r/ceived and j wiah t0 congratuiat; y0u upon 
the selection that yon have made. The volume contains 
I believe that the 30 selected Heller Studies are as as many of these excellent studies as most teachers 
red, the c unter-t eme i  r e ^^  ere tri le c nn- nearly perfect as human genius can make them for the desire, 
terpoint is used, pnrple is the additifra^l color. Besides purpose for which they are intended. You 
the colors there are different shapes givenfto the notes, jj-isatti jx. ixuanaiLn, 
for indicating more clearly the analysis. . On the^second I am delighted with yonr new game of ‘ ‘ Music 
page of each piece there are full annotations, direkions *^ors£ 'Plea8Ure in recomfaendi_0 pense> ag qUality and yariety ia-moch more important 
and analysis, and other helps for the student. This \ Mrs. John P. Walked than quantity in musical development. 
edition can be ordered through this office. " '. ’ Freehold, New ’jersey. . “ Selected Studies,” by Heller, recently issued by you 
\ / is iust the thing along the Aame line, and I hope that 
L “First Sadies in Phrasing,” by Mathews, received. yoi may COnti5ne inthis ^od'^ork’ of selection and 
Good theories are valuable, but when these have been It is a most elegant and valuable publication forming an condensation. H. E. Crouch. 
proven to be so by experience they are doubly valuable; excellent transition fromfthe elementary instruction book , , .. , ... ,,,, , . 
^ .1 .r , , . , , to the music of Ridlev Prentice’s 1st prade I have read and partly re-read this little volume, not 
furthermore, if they nave been improved by the care?ul • \ Seitz. only with interest, but, I believe, with decided profit. It 
study and experiment, of many competent persons, they m, a , . j c „ tt 11 -i, „ _is one of those books that every music teacher having the 
, are of inestimable ralu., for “ in ft. counsel of man, bestintaest. of his pnpiis at heart can heartii, reeon.- 
there is wisdom,” so the Wise man said. Dr. William number, because of the phrasing and annotation?. Will meTn0 ^ earne^music student it furnishes a series bL 
Mason, whose system of pianoforte technics has marked surely use the book whenever I can. valuable lessons; lessons which though not technical in 
an epoch in the history of music teaching, is now hard Alice uarner. character are none the less practical, as having a direct 
at work on a final revision of his famous method, which Dear Sir:—I was formerly a subscriber of The Etude, bearing upon his moral and intellectual welfare, his pro-* 
is o be an ent el n / rork, a' work embodying''his allowed m subscription to laps for nearly a year, fessional suece 3 and his ighest enjoymeu »f/iv-, 
’ , • \ ' I ftow nave it again and wonder how I ever could have sons which may serve to form a sort of supplementary 
\own experience of more than thirty years and that^een ge foolish sa to be without it. The ’March number' lecture course to Instruction derived in thr *;ay 
multitude -f his best scholars who are now tea hers, is running over with good things. from a mode teacher. While’these 'i!„•••» ■•i.f.-- 
which has been gathered by an extensive correspondence I have used the Mason “Touch and Technic,” with, posed to be. intended especially for students, teachers 
sa well as by omsy peraonal Interviews. We"offer this Papj1"WeTsmceritcame out,’in The finff m5|; Serive from them many nseful an *. -verm haw- 
1 _ -ri . nm ri. to lt-equally helpful, tcfebegmners and to advanced pupils. and may very possibly be inspired through them to aim 
work, whieh will be in four Parts, Two-Finger Exer- , • . Very sincerely, . - at higher ideals of excellence in their daily tasks, 
cises,” already published; “ Mason’s Complete Scales*” ■ KLatherine P. Norton. ' ’ ■ ■ Edward Fisher. 
Henry A. Roehner.. 
have begun a work which, I believe, will be ap- 
preeiated by the best teachers, of selecting and condens¬ i a
I a  delighted ith yonr ne  ga e of ‘ ‘ usical the works of the standard composers so that the best 
Authorssnail take great pleasure in recommending only may be procured, thus saving the student much ex- 
[iinn Deca 01 n erasi a u s w n To the e*t musi f ■ 
i l   t       . .- « . l l  l ; l  i  t  t t i l 
m  
 i :  i . .i h i t l s ] fun i i t m i <  
atheri - 
sal. t? 
r   . 
.. . -
■ WfmilTr? fw; ! ABOUT runs. “ My nfmsic is too eaBy,'I haven’t had arhard piece this 
I - . - •I..':-... -frV , : 1 How often do pupils complain, “ I cannot play a session.” The mere mechanical difficulty of a piece^is 
[Teachers are invited to send The Ettok short letters on subjects run! ” Groups of short values, and especially runs, not tjie only .thing' to, l>e,cpnwdered ;; itvie fei-fetter \b 
of general interest to the profession; such as studio experiences, mean something as a whole, in their- totality i the short pmy a simpler piece well, than to scramble wer difficult 
be McepT<rffi!>J and practical ideas, but no controversial letters will va|uea jjave little quality, and must hot be singled ont ties and. call that playing a piece. The, most difficult; 
• 'PIANO LESSONS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD. by high finger actionor special pressure, unless, indeed, part of playing, is to get the music out of the piece, not 
An article in the MayErcDE entitled u When to-bepn some distinct purpose. A good way of practicing merely to. gabble over its notes.—# B. W. , 
ly of the Pianoforte,” advances ideas so totally scales is, with both hands, at the distance of one octave Quoting ,-hould be firm and.-clear, and t 3 :.cer.. i 
opposite to my experience in sixteen years’ teaching, aPart» playing four octaves, 'tip and down ; at first slowly, emphasized. Counting is not always sufficient to estab- 
that I would like to give a, few facts on the other side of softly, evenly, slightly accenting the first tone si* each liah the sense of rhythm. The impression is frequently 
the question. I have pupils who commenced with me four, and resting awhile on the last or highest, and repeat- better conveyed to .the mind of the pupil through the 
at the age of seven years, who are now twenty-one; ing this before descending; the fingers, well curved, ought medium of the eye, by beating the time than by counting 
\qthers, now fourteen or fifteen, who are far ahead of the to Plaf 00 the cushion or fleshy tip of the Sager, not the it; or, through the sense of touch, by lightly tapping the 
■l£iJst conscientious workers who have began Me? in life, nail> rising little, feat evenly and-entirely of their own hand, arm or shoulder.—.D, DeForest Bryant, 
iai who can never attain to the same fiuhlity of execo- effort, or without help from the hand or arm, with a AboIe all thin s ,he teachet mmt enJearor to ,kor. 
tick and whose constant m, ie, “Oh, if I had only quiet, pamiye and slightly eleyated wrist, low elbows, M onderstand hU pupils. Emih onehos some peco- 
JsJ- when I was. child 1- ,*S? l°T 7 '"th- liar character, tempered, im^ioation or phyeital 
L ohild beginning at seyen, before efehool dotiee begin ".c upper part of the body, well balanced nod ever c„natruclio„. Haying squired a thorough knowledge of 
to he very burdensome, gett n good/ etart, learne the movmgin the direction of the mo. H. H. Haas. the peculiarities of’each pupil, the teacher moot imme- 
rudiments and gets over the drudgery, so to speak, of \ .. —„ ately adapt himself to them, and never urge a pupil beyond 
pianoforte playing before the home study of day-school n. . . . his capacity, either mentally or bodily.—G. Schilling; 
lessons with their consumption of time begins. Almost , I ^as interested m an article published m The . .- _ 
unconsciously they have laid a good foundation of Etude,.in regard tispianoforte cramp. I suffered from I have heard performers that did not know even the 
technic, and by that time can play sufficiently to enjoy, an attack of the samenn^ure lift winter, owing to exces- simplest rules of harmony. This is an insult to the real 
themselves, the music they produce. From fourteen to sive harp practice. The pain commenced in the hands musician.' How can any bne comprehend music when 
seventeen, after they begin to go to the higher schools, hut extended through all the. muscles of the body, they have only the remotest knowledge of its constrnc- 
I %id it almost impossible for pupils to give much atten- causing soreness even on the scalp and on the soles of tion? Imagine an elocutionist or actor reciting in a 
tion to music. Hours of practice must be shortened— .the feet. After taking various remedies it was cured by lanpiage which he did not understand! How could he 
perhaps lessons reduced from two to one a week—be- the use of Rochelle salts. One large tablespoonful dis- recite with phrasing, expression or intelligence? The 
cause they “are so driven with school work that it is solved each morning in a tumbler of water, and sipped very thought of his doing so is absurd. He would simply 
impossible to do more than keep up the proficiency through the day. Three or fonr weeks sufficed for a be an elocutionary parrot. George T. Bulling. 
which they had already attained. , With every nerve perfect cure, 
strained to the utmost in the struggle to excel in school, 
is that a suitable time to commence so hard a study as 
piano :te playir ’ Hard, I ean,. t a pupil 
age, but not to a young child who is gently and judiciously I 
led along a pleasant path, step by step, not driven up 
an inclined plane of instruction books and dry technical 
exercises. 
Of course, a child does not always enjoy practice, but 
several eases have come to my knowledge where chil¬ 
dren who complained of having to practice, were silenced 
by the remark that they could stop their lessons. 
Children do not now, as a general thing, have very 
much to occupy their time ont of school, but play, and 
it seems to me, a quarter of an hour, three* times.a day, 
cannot cut short their amnsement in a very injurious 
manner. 
If pupils after the, age of fifteen have any extra time, 
it would be far better to devote that time to the study of 
• Musical History, Form, Harmony and Analysis, than to 
have them then commence at the foot of the ladder. , 
I still hold to the opinion that the proper time for a 
child to begin the study of the pianoforte is from seven 
to eight years of age. ; ■’ .... Virginia: A. Howe. 
WISDOM OF MANY. 
is he luty of skillful teachei 
Sff’ECJffAE. K'®TTICESfe 
(Advertisements under thia headlng, will;fee charged 20 cents a 
line, payable In advance.) .... / 
4 STUDENT of the American Conservatory of 
jl~L Music, Chicago, 111.,/desires position as teacher— 
of Pianoforte for September 1st. Sesfe-references. 
Address, Room 420, No. 131 63d St., Chicago, Ill, 
"|7" ARL BERGS^ItOM begs to announce that he in- 
tends giving a summer course in Piano Tuning, 
Stringing, etc,,; to teacherB and students of both sexes. 
Also by mail/at reasonable terms; Address, K. Berg¬ 
strom, No,/l0 N. Fifteenth St., or Steinway Hall, New 
fork City. - - • ■ 
THE THUMB IN SCALE PLAYING. 
I noticed in last issue pf The Etude rules for finger¬ 
ing scales, which has moved me to give yon the rules 
ised b myself in tes king cales. 1 ha -•< in' ft- m 
exceedingly easy to remember, and they have made 
scale players of some very nnpromising pnpils. They 
were given me by my teacher in the long ago; and bene¬ 
fited me greatly. They are two. viz:— 
Rule for fingering scales with flats, and the natural 
scale:-— ' , ' 
Always put thumbs (both hands) on F and C. 
Rule for sharp scales :t— 
Always put thumbs (both l^ands) on I and IV degrees 
of scale. i -‘J 
Besides being easy to remember, this gives a feeling 
of anion between the two hands, and causes a swing (if I 
may so term it)- in. scale • playing, which adds much to 
the crispness of the performance. 
Of coarse, in the scale containing F flat or 0 flat^the 
thumbs fall on these keys. . N. L. M. 
[The thumbs are used twice in each octave, but the 
fourth finger bat, once, lienee the rales that govern the 
placing of the fourth fi ger ire particularly vain Me.— 
Editor j ' 
RETAIL MUSIC CLERK wanted in a large music 
store in one of our, leading cities; none but those 
having extended experience need apply. Address, „ 
Music House, care of The Etude Office- 
SummerTeaching. — Mr. Michael J. Kegrize will 
etJntlBtf^leaching during the summer months, on Piano 
and Organ. Hour and half-hour private lessons’; Ad- 
dress, 1718 Maate Stre , Philadelphia 
The Music Teachers’ National Association has done 
much, and will accomplish still more in the grand work 
of educational progress. 
But as the good cause advances it should ever he 
remembered that-the work pf-musical institutions is a 
factor in the' educational growth of our country, whose 
value cannot be over-estimated. v ~ 
The splendid curricnlum of the Boston Training School 
for Teachers, an outline of which is before ns, offers 
courses which we . pan heartily and unreseryedlycom¬ 
mend. This new institution undoubtedly has a career 
of great usefulness before it. 
THEODORE^ PiESSEl, 8704 Chestnut St* Philadelphia, Pa., Publisher 
Touch and Technic. Part 11.Price $1.:00. Touch and Technic. Part 111. Price $1.00 
MASON’S COMPLETE SCALES, MASON’S SYSTEM OF ARPEGGIOS, 
; ' <: RH'ftHMICALLT': T1EATED.. V 
■ 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Effects hy the use of two levers 
away, with a complicated; stop action, 
causes much trouble and annoy- 
is that of. a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
a remarkable resonating Pipe qual- 
Reed Organs, and the most exquisite 
The reeds are the best patented 
briliiant Allegretto or Staccato music 
the same as on a Piano. 
Our Concert, Grand Organs 
structed as to insure the Most Beau- 
operated by the knees. . This does\ 
which often, through damp weather, 
a nee. The appearance of the Organ 
Piano. By a peculiar construction 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity is obtained, differing from all 
gradation of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced so that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
AMD 
This work is a companion volume to 
“Chats with Music Students” by the 
same, author. . Numerous phases of art 
arid art life.1 are: talked1 about" in' a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of success to teachers and. students in 
art . life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner-of writing 
hak-a real value' ia it,-that will make this 
' X.- ' ; 
;>eompaiiion volume indispensable to every 
ihusician. xt 
rvy-:.., ; ;;./T ;; . ' • ; . . ; 
Nnd 32&,_&oiit]i Tenth. - Street, and 
&8lPand 941 Wialnnt Street, ■ j 
m& :?■ r.« 3 m if -J- 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
Incllid From the earliest times to the present, 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which the Art of ..Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
BY W. S. E • ’HEWS. 
1 Volume. Iflmo. Pages 352; . Price"$ 1.78. JSeauti- 
! rinted m fin , f paper, a - nely 
ibound with gilt top and uncut edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then beforejbe 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written. 
■ Address 
This book makes work easy for TOTE TTBiACMIESS—the young 
especially—and the study of music clear and attractive for TTSSJK 
It is a new departure and is a. step in advance of any- IPHHPIIL. 
'■ lii . ubli bed is a me! ns >f rtei t ng the j ipil and ai a ig 
the teacher. It tells Wliem, Wfeair© and Stow should 
be studied or given in 'H,Bse©s,y, TTeffitanifl© and 'ITDne Pie©©, and 
their various subdivisions. Ho steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
he young teacher. Read what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
-, fesi on, is to a ofthev >rk: * 
“Me. E. M. Sefton, 
“ Dear Sir. 
■ ■ PART 
THE MISSION OP MpBIO. 
Chap, i, The First Talk. l Chap, u, Music as an Art. 
Chap, hi, Music as a Business. Chap, iv, Musical 
Education:. Brain or Hand? : Chap. v,. .Music in 
America. 
• . .. ^ . ; ■ PART II... 
PERSONALITIES. 
Chap, vi, The Specialist. Chap. ;yir, The Amateur. 
Chap, vni, Children. Chap, ix, Individuality in Art. 
; PART III. 
PHASES. 
Chap, .x, The Brain and its Burden. Chap, xi, A 
Parallel Study in Life and Art. Chap, xix, The Reli¬ 
gion of Art. Chap, xm, Getting into Print. 
' - PART IV. 
SOME SPECIAL THEMES. 
Chap, xiv, Style in Composition. Chap, xv, Form in 
Art. Chap, xvi, Some Special Studies in Music. Chap. 
Xvii, The Sister Arts. Chap, xvm, Taste and Toler¬ 
ance.--- “"A. 
/ . PART V. 
y ' HELPS. * .. 
Chap, xix, More about- Books and Reading. Chap.- 
xx, A Library "and how to Manage it. Chap, xxi, In 
and Out of Books. 
,.— - PART VI. 
SITUATION. 
- Chap, xxii, Little Town Life. Chap, xxm, The In¬ 
spiration of the Tear. Chap, xxiv, Vacation Time and 
Travel. Chap; xxv, Landmarks in Little Histories. 
■ PART vir. 
A BUNCH OF LETTERS. 
Chap, xxvi, To a Getatleman who Determined late 
in life to Become a Musician. Chap, xxyii, To a Music 
Teacher in a certain Country Town. Chap, xxvin* To 
| an Ambitious Youth wjho Planned More than he could 
do. Chap, xxix. About a Talented Child in Pernicious 
Surroundings. Chap, xxx, To a Young Woman whose 
Imputation Was ever just ahead of Her Ability. 
PART VIII. 
THE LAST TALES. 
Chap, xxxi; A Faithful Failure. Chap, xxxn, The 
Builders. Chap, xxxm, What is Success in Art? 
SPECIAL OFFER.—The work will be sent, 
when'published, to those who cend 5© cants in 
Eilvance of publication, postpaid. The work will 
be poedy about Auguot Set. 
I i <1 eeeived the copy f 1 nd 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work, If keeps con- 
t nt before the • ipil the ru« nd fundamental--principle ipon 
hich effective practi 1 d. Th irious exercises are ai aged 
lntie wa tendi >ward orderl 3 pid vel nent 
The directions, which-constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
m almost iperi ous, but 1 ei erienced teache will once 
i ognize r ip tanc and the urgency of their onstant epetl 
tion * - i . . r 1 d quality of pract 3 hi h ! toe mi it 
as reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte playing. ' /- 
“ Yours sincerply, 
“ William Mason.” 
Address -, - /■ 
THEODORE PRESSER 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., 'PHILA. 
4 GRADED COURSE -OF STUDY 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mm. Doe, 
Th< , p f hi Worl is to fut iisl i ho ought 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results,of the bast- criticism. The exercises have been’ 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. . . -yf 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE .PRESSER, -PHILADELPHIA: 
By' M. S. MORRIS 
Containing the best lists of pieces and' studies, -vol 
umes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for 
referer ;e, 
A dd« is I ubli her, 
I if* U' |T 
k.', * !_j 
OPEN ALL YEAR, 
Enlarged and improved in every department. Private 
4nd Class Lessons in all branches of Music, from the 
very beginning to the highest artistic perfection, by a 
Faculty of 80 professors, including:— 
Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, 
• NSMichael J. Kegrize, 
dx ': Emil Gastel, 
John F. Rhodes, 
in QvanHH&s, 
offered to all pupils include instruction in harmony, 
composition, musical history, sight-reading, choral, 
oratorio, ensemble and orchestral classes, admission to 
concerts, lectures and recitals, and daily practice on 
Technicons. . 
formal Training Coarse for Teachers. 
Pianos, Organs and Harps for practicfe. Eight Free 
Scholarships. Diplomas and Teachers’ Certificates 
awarded. For Catalogues address 
GILBERT R. C0MBS, Director, 
iS.Sl South" Broad Street, 
xtopHIhADELPHIA, PA. 
Beautiful tunes—Charming melodies, by the foremost church 
music composers; intended specially for church''choirs on ’various 
occasions. Can beXiised by all Christian denominations. Not a 
MpnvtmUnor fos’ use in the pet€>r but in, the choir. Also just 
the th ngtToi musical family circles 
Organists anil Chotr-mastera: Send S© cents for 
mplecop You may fli i ut '7. t rou t d to hten 5 
Ms Voice Four service 
Second MMiitm, 
I oc foi erybody wl rishe o us s 
Artistically and Hygienically. 
F« 1 ikm f ti. Mbwe, AS&is _ 
KT B.—This Is a revised find eralnraa * ,r-THEODORE PRESSER, 
tin© weia-lsmowBs booIt,“The Old Italian S©la©©l/4ff> ■ . ■ . , _ • V,v ■ , . • mr „ ' 1 - - . „ 
Singing,” which la ontof print. . 1 /' 1704 Chestnut St;, * -• Philadelphia, Pa 
■ 
I Ml HflUCH FR SPIC1AMST, FOK AS*Ei^V®I®K DEFECTS, beeps his Studio opera also in tla© 8om> 
LtU Mir ImCmlij mer to students pf the Art off Singing, in all WaheUea, and off Organ Maying, 
Apply by letter.’’ ' ' , ' S® TO1S¥ STOEICT,. HEW- 'S'DKM CHTTST. 
JLJlMSS® AB2k3k&I& witla m3 
. EiilIESo ILs« JI& .• ^Dsa»n?U^osB. .UTo 
FOR RAPIDLY- GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY TOR 
The inadequate remits from technical exercises at the pi 
_. _■=—1 the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing, 
—the—— subject, has discovered and can explain 
STUDENT’S TECHNIGOMi the reasons of such uneconomical re- 
fEICB ®1S“ suits, and can now ■supply at a cheap 
cost,- a better and more direct process £§ 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. ' J J 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per- 
sonal use. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them- 
selves and their pupils. ? .. ' ' • \ K *| v\ 
■ As tliis new method marks a most important reform in technical teach- v\ s|]| 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles V\ lj\ ul)rCi 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr, Brotherhood, at Chautauqua) N. Y., y 
upon “Sensitive Piano Touch/and Ways and Means to its Acquire- | , ^ 
ment,” sent free, on application to 'A; 
THE TEACHER’S TECHNICON ’f 
is-,.r5RICE ssa.so. * ' k ' " Sole Agent -for - the Brotherhood ;Tecjbjnicoi^ 'fo'fo y ' ] 
3@7" an«l :309 Wabash'rAVe.f . ; 33 MaildQii Lane 
■ "CHICAGOk ■ : NEW YORK. - 
mmm 
»ft (N amyjiUKW.ttl] 
Emerson School of Oratory, 
Formerly Professor of Harmony in Oberlin College and Boston 
- ~ Conservatory. Prf (pal > i T rr >;' il >1, < ■ n. ag Recitals and "Focal Instruction, 
' Pupil of Marches!, of Paris. 
mm ESA3E¥ B. ESIBBSLL, 
iano E eoitals 
Pupil of Carl Baermann. 
Teacher of Voice Culture, Tonic Sol-fa Method 
md Music in, Public Sch ols 
BOABD OB’ m.ACa-'FiMTlTSr'T1.. * 
h~ EitMPS. I!CELSE¥d (nOEM STiMaMEi. HARRY BENSON. GEORGE H. WM$m 
This Institution has for its special aim to provide courses of instruction which shall thoroughly equip. teachers 
of music for their profession. To every thoughtful person, it is doubtless apparent, that learning to play or sing is 
only ;;a/partSof :the work^pfepai^^^ sing well, he is not therefore, 
necessarily, a good teacher. The most artistic performance is" not a guarantee of teaching ability. This school aims 
to supply opportunities for training which have hitherto been lacMmg in the education of teachers of music. - 
Recitals by members of the Faculty, also by musicians representing 
different schools of performance, will be given at frequent intervals. 
Recitals will also be given by students in1 all departments. Public 
analyses of standard works will be free to all regular students. 
Question and answer, class .weekly. > ■ ;■ /■■v"1 ■ 
1. Studies of Methods, including Model Courses. 
2. Exercises in Analysis, Synthesis, Comparison and Generalization. 
3. Dictation Exercises. 
4. Survey of Works of Instruction. 
5. Exercises in Reading at Sight in a Systematic and Brbgressive 
Course. r .• ■ 
6. Memory Training, , :• 
7. Survey of Literature Relating to Music. 
8. Lectures on Pedagogy; Psychology; Character and Temperament,; 
The Musical Professions; and Physiology of the Hand, Arm 
and Vocal Organs. ■ ■ _ J,_:i 
9. Teaching under Supervision. 
Lectures upon variouf subjects,connected,.with the course are free to 
regular students. > ' / > - tU’PtMEt — - 
Lowest possible total expenses for term of 10 weeks (room, board, 
tuition and incidentals, $52.05. 
Highest (necessary) total expenses for term of 10 weeks, about $150.00. 
Full particulars will be found in the circular, which will be sent to 
any person on application. 
Private lessons at special rates. 1 " 
Entrance Examinations for the ilormaS Course will to© held September 4th and 5th, at_0 o'clock A. K3 
For furth( r pari b lars address 
....... I. 
THE 
• ., OUR OWN: MAKE. , 
f iiec fi Seals. 06.66 pr Itssi, by depress. 
ThI ck or oman rk. It la v, riisaple 
folio In cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THE®. PRESSES, »§!©„, PO. 
TEACHERS OF MUSIC As Applied to the Teaching and Fraotioe of 
.. Voioe and Instruments, • tfJEQB Op©© SspSaimisir saga, IlffiSDII. 
A well-defined curriculum; systematic training and 
broad education,'providing for a thorough equipment 
for the teacher's profession; Teaching under supervi¬ 
sion. Lectures and Concerts by eminent men. Entrance 
examinations required. Advanced Students only ad¬ 
mitted to these courses. Preparatory Departments 
for those less advanced and beginners. . 
sFor further information, address. 
GBO. Mo M0WI1®, 
84 West Snftaxid Square, Boston,; Mass. 
mouse Co elbow F m VALUABLE PAMPHLET: 
■ • “On Teaching and Teaching Beform.” By A. B. Parsons and ' 
rv of German Con r .....20 ts. 
“What Shall t> Play/or Musical Education 
3. ... tetters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,..........25 cto, 
j _ m j| |i _ ji "E - astructlon for T or Pupil.” By A ys 
MQ IM 1180 - Hennes,i.f......15 eta. 
Advice to young Ste&nte of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
••• >• ' • 60 rules for beginners; By Albert W, Borst,.............. JO eta. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Maclrore,.10 cto. 
'H'Bn© Fflv© sennit toy Mail fTon? SO ©As. 
Address Pnhllaher, 
¥HS!@. 'PRESSES, ff@4 Gtostasil St», 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
• \?m©m @US©0 X. 
usica GROVES' DICTIONARY ' 
or 
FSIC AND MUSICIAN JOH1T GOMEOBT ITELliMOEB, 
Then 1? - ate rt' of Music in ___ . \s 
■ : tli# English Language. ‘ . __ - 
_ A comprehensive outline of musical history firomTh^ 
Bound ’ hands B a Cloth,Gilt i Pn uj boxes and beginning of the Christian era to the present time: espe- 
-mU only in omplete Bets. This new (ditto incl ndex. v ii -.. .. . „ 
X ciallyAesigned for the use of schools and literary insti- 
Price fo Iu • s, (Including B lex,) $19.00. ■ p 
Price for Index, - »X. - $2.50. 
x. Address Publisher, 
THEO. F HE SSER, X. THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 Chestnut Sb^eet, . . .., - \ , 1704 01aestaut..Str©©t, 
\ ; F II .ADELPHIA, PA. 
—i-1_--a.-Tx... ^ j 4. Philadelphia, Pa. 
BEAUT6FUL AWP -lIMSTBIICTflVE. X 
xillldl BllilikflPSo 
'iSj €}Jk ] SSUII., .3jR. _ ' 
A history of the risbpdevelopment, and progp 
ress of German music. Although it treats chiefly 
of the vocal side >f the matter^tip work gives a 
succinct account of the progress of German instru¬ 
mental music as well anAeontains biographies of 
Bach (father and sonp^fjEtandel, Haydn, Mozart, 
Schubert, Schumann, JFranz, and many otfeeiB, 
and an account of. the chief German works in" 
music. With it is incorporated. 
1EWS EAST AID PBQGEESSXYE 
jibed for the Pianoforte 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER.', 
Thig is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular paAdr piece ‘‘ Falliag Leaves.” In thig work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Str^abbog and Spipdler appear the oftenest. The book' 
hasVeiwfew ekercisesf# Address I * 
A SPECIAL PREMIUM OFFER ! 
0rgasi for Ew0w^ Home 
Musical 8 for 1 mg I opie 
€LOTHs .tLMJSTEATEB, 
V 
Bertini, Henry, op. 165.' Grand ' \ri 
Divertis8ement......................... VII 2.00 .60 
1.60 ,88. BerttiiL B'mry. op.'167jNo. If Aye" -. - .3 x.Bff-, 
Man6,fr. SchnDert................... ,x':.^V’ r-i 90 .20 
Bertini, Henry, op. 169. Duo on /to ■"' ■ 
1.60 .88 Themes, fr. theOpera Moses de .8 , 
" ‘ Rossini..VIII . 2.15 . .60 
JBfcjwy,;op. '166i i Fantaisie 'to 
1.60 .88 on Melodies, ft. Schubert .......... VII 1.76 .44 
,60 .18 Bertmi, Henry, op. 170. La, Son- 
1.00 .26 nambula Fantaisie-........ .VII 1.80 .88 
2.16 .64 Bertmi, H., op. 178, Fantaisie on 
Robert Brace...... YII 1.80 .88 
1.75 .44 BertinitH. Brother &nd Sister,... I & II .90 .28 
“ “ Mother and Daughter II & III .90 - .28 
1.60 .88 Bmm% Ferd., op. 86.' Recreation ' 
Lessons Bach........;.ri.IV & V .80 .20 
1.66 ,12 Bmer, FertLpoj». 72. Fantaisie on 
Lucrezia Borgia..... Y 1.26 .82 
Beyer, Ferd., op. 74. -Divertisse- 
1.76 .44 ments..ri.VI 1.00 .26 
Beyer, Ferd.i op.80. Elegant Pieces 
1.76 .44 on Favorite German airs.•..VI-VIH • .76 .18 
Beyer, Ferd., op.< 85. Little Les- . 
1.50 .38 sons for Beginners..... II 1.00 .26 
Beyer, Ferd.,' op. 92. The two 
• Scholars,'Instructive Duos. Each II & III .65 .1? 
1.6© .8 Beyer, Ferd. >p. 120, Variations ' 2? 
-on a.Theme of Bellini. IV 1.40, .36 
1.60 .88 Beyer, Ferd., op. 127. YI. Duos 
' Mignons. 2 Boohs. Each. Ill - 1.00 .26 
iXMi: i -88 \Beyeri'Ferd.i opttl27tto The same to. 
■ M\A-ivj}. in .numbers. Each........... Ill .40 .10 
POUR-HAND MUSIC. Bendd, Franz, op. 186. Fairy yde 
• r—•■ ■ v'Ftnres. No. 1. An, by Klein 
We will offer for sale a very select lot of four-hand . michel....... 
music of various grades at a very great reduction Jn Bendd, Franz, op."'186. i Fairy Pic 
price.* The music is sold at one-foarth of marked price lures. No. 2. Ary. by Klein 
and the postage is paid;-ih&money must, howeyer, be michel.,... . . 
sent with the order. This stock is composed exclusively Bendd, Franz, op; 186. j Fairy Pic 
of foreign music, and is not second-hand, but somewhat tares. No. 4. Arr. by Klein 
shop-worn. > The grade is given with each piece, also . michel............ 
the retail and reduced price. If the selection is left to Bendel, Franz. Spring Morning. , 
ns $5.00 worth at retail will be sent for $1 and postpaid. Bertini, Henry, op. 77. Rondino. 
Additional lists will be added in future numbers of The " " " ~ 
Etude - . 
, Retail Redact i 
Grade- Price. Price. 
B ihoven, op 21. Sympboni No 
I ..... VI $2.60 $0.62 
Beethoven,, op. 88i Symphonic No. 
II . . ) .62 
Beethovens op. 65. Symphonie No. 
III (Eroica)  VIII 3.20 .80 
Beethoven, op. 60. Symphonie No..' 
, , 0 .62 
Beethoven, op. 62. Symphonie No. • 
V., VII 2 50 .62 
Beethoven, op. 68. Symphonie No. - . 
VI (Pastorale) ........................ VIII 3.20 .80 
Beethoven, op. 82, Symphonie No. 
VII.....,VIII 3.60 .87 
Beethoven, op. S3, ' Symphonie No. ' - —- ' •' 
VIII   VIII 2.60 .62 
Beethoven, op. 125. Symphonie No. 
IX  VIII 4.50 1.18 
Bendd, Franz, op. 4. No. 2. Waltz. II .60 .13 
“ • 4 No. 3 Minu- 
4. etto -v......:........................... .. 
Bendd, Franz, op. 4. ; No. 5. Ma- 
zurka .................................... 
Bendd, Franz, op. 14. No. 1. .Mo¬ 
zart’s Andante Favori. 
Bendel, Franz, op. 14. No. 2. . Mo¬ 
zart’s Mi. iet F'Tori... 
Bendel, Franz, op. 14. No. 3. Mo- 
v, hart’s Adagio Favori.. 
Bendd, Franz, op. 43. No. 4. 
March 
Bendd, Franz, op. 43. No. 5. 
Gypsy Life..... 
Bendel, Franz, op. 70. Landliche 
Bilder (Country Scenes). Bookl. 
Bendel, Franz, op. 70.. Landliche 
Bilder(CountryScenes). Bookll. 
You press the button, Jr er Jr 
we do the rest." ‘ • 
■ (OB YOU CAN DO IT YOUKSEDP.) - : • Sttld for t 
THE EASTMAN COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y, 
EDWAED BASTBE PUBKIT’S 
v FANTASY BOB PlAHQ, 
=« DIB LORELEI^- 
BASED UPON THE RHTCB tEOEHD. 
■ Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
aw world. . .. ■ _ . : " 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the leftirauidr- 
i Hayed in 100 concerts throughout the country, toy the: composer 
n c Mbs W H.She » oo li t *>>■». *5‘ tion, 3h n 1st, 1 to; 
kddress HE to. ESSER 104 Che tnut it, PhBadel fete f 
. SACRED SONGS 
OTYG=3 @GS<£Ai*3 ACeORS^AMBRjaiiKIT 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS 
' By H. A. CLARKE, Mus. Doo. 
Now Ready. _.___ 
r^^WUSBT,iny; GM to<Tbee»” Soprano or Tenor. 40s, 
s-fe'2£ r me Prevalltof Flmd3 Alto. 80s. 
Ih Panss. 
®6 AMie with m®oss>-. Alto. 
5STfe©y Em®w a®t wla^t they I®?s® Soprano or Tenor 
T6PE®ffl®HE PKESOECu;, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., . PHILADELPHIA, 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
.'FOE. 
ORGANISTS AID 0RGAI STUDENTS COMPOSITIONS 
Vj^HlS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
^ I fe ume is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
The success of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
annals of Organ Music in this country. ’ 
The music is selected from the most practical and latest compo¬ 
sitions of the best German, French, American and English writers, 
etc., etc. f 
We would like to impress upon you the fact that— 
1st.—-The'music is edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registration, etc. 
2d Tht Mm • tpt ' r , Engraved Plata (not t p 
3d.—No other work gives .so much music for so little money. 
it - Or the piece, %rc too dijff * the A '*i or the SI Uni 
ntu th Professional O. ganist cilL find alat t number f mmpmtti a 
tchieh are wrdy to be found at present in expensive editions'. 
r ~~ it «t i ei re i,:; ag >i reading ma ,c -< , 
ngol art! Irgan Plaj ag - jistn ai Cra > ,»’J- 
mony, f ; also descrip m f nev rga ,f t ph i j. ) 
Organists and Organ Composers. ’ - 
Every topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
development of the Art of Organ Flaying. 
The Organists’ Journal contains Twenty Pages nr Each Part. 
SUBSCRIPTION, S3.00I PEE YEAR. 
The first volume is now complete. The second volume is in 
. rarse - publlcat on, ’»!*' b< sent po tpai 1 in r eipt < the 
s ibs. ripti >n 
. Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
METRONOMES AT $3.50 - - -.- ' -B\ ARTH JR FO(>1E. .F; 
Published by- Arthur F. Schmidt, Boston. 
Saif© In 9 minor, and a dozen other piano pieces; 
‘^Go, lovely Rose,” and a dozen other SONGS; Tri© for 
piano, violin and ’cello; Sonata for piano and violin, and 
half a dozen other pieces of chamber mnsic; and compo- 
ai ions f < mi ed and an < and fei ale < ms with d 
without accompaniment; also Serenade for piano (S. 
Brainard’s Sons); Hnmores^ne for piano - (Theodore 
Presser). 
Genuine French Maelzel Metronomes of our 
own importation can be, furnished at f3.50, 
(with bell $5.00) expressage paid by the buyer. 
These instruments are of superior quality, in 
genuine Mahogany. 
Address 
■1704 CHESTNUT. ST, 
' '■'1 , PHUiAMlIePHIA, FA. pimvs imson book 
©RAKER SIUDI.E Price 10 Cents. $L0^per D'osen. <■ . 
to. sjectof his worl ». o systemice practice and stimulate the 
student to better study. It contains a record of the pupil's work 
sji4 assigns a jplace for Technic, Etudes sni Pieces-, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The <1*4® of met lesson' fa 
also given, and In the back of the little book me lour blank - forma 
for quarterly, reports, which Will he found very useful, t' • .. ; 
Address the Publisher. 
From the Von Biilow Edition. ^ 
PRICS-SliiBbl'-'iFTRM'LT BO:UNbf 
LIBERAL DIBU0T8OM TO THE PRCHfJSIOH. 
; The Volume contains the choicest, of the Von BUlou 
editions, which are published in sheet fona, in foa; 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most easel 
S -T the complete %6rk/ Only the mpBt diMcult shd' dn 
important ones have been eliminated,’ - i 
j Address^Publisher, farikk'riritoriiv'-'to 3: ■.!’■■ ill r; 
I 1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, m 
THEO: PRESSER, * 
.... ■ . f . ■ 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THEO. PRES8ER, 
1704 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia. 
.. ■ 
Mr. T-.'J- DAVIES,-luf. Bao.,' 
Gives 1®sss@ess personally, or by eoss-ssposidenca, in M©raa®py, 
•©®«UQt«rgM*imt» Camomand Fts®Ei©, ptesieai and 
Student® prepared ifor musical laminations 
Moat thorough and. systematic course. Compositions revised and 
corrected. Terms moderate. Address 
BOOMS'4@ •rtd-'4€f*irBURR?BUILOI,fliQt-7 
Scranton; Pa.,!- ; : y -■• 
W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
TEACHES 0F PIANOFORTE; , 
Laolqrar ' and Musical Topics, 
140 &•WABASH JliLVE.', CH1GA©®, m, 
iw 18.-..,y, : . , m . ; ■■ 
I PLACE .FOflJjBBTHERB lliLS IO SPERD. THE WI1TER 
gkSMBaeffvotosy-WT Jfisaafl©. M®F41a© .Wa*feiSHBgtom 
lege, Afeao®d©m»'Va.. mm ffeeft,ab®w© to© ley©! s o 
deligr&tftsl ®MEfflR6e. Modem comma of study in Pie :: o. Voice- 
training, Organ and Theory. Lectures, Concerto, Artists’ Becitals 
and able Teachers, Use of five-finger exercisesdiscarded. Techni- 
% 'York C®llebe of KIusdc- 
'm \ ' . ’ ' . • 1 ■ • ■ " 
5-ALEJi vNL’ER LAM 5ERT, Director. 
ft -pme. py^scfiMmaoi ,*r 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All brancHes of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
*'. "instructors. “* 
, : ■ . --NOTICE.-' 
ifheMawYork College: of Music, will remove 
September 1st,from 163 East 70th Street, to its 
new and handsome building, 5as and J3© East 
,5®’th Street. x 
mcello, Singing American Conservatory of Music, 
bare Glasses m > / / ■ : » ' 
i Languages. C'HiCKERtNG HALL, CHICAGO. 
Dr. Langhans, Specially Designed for Teachers of the Piano, Voice, 
, Tul. Hey and Public School Music, Theory, Delsarte. 
■ h Director Wasurpassed -Advantages at Moderate Cost. 
)TR,^W Send for Catalogue. 
’etsdamer Strasse. ; AMERICAN CONSERVATORY,N 
5ft,. OHlOKERISae HALL, 
ft Wabash. Avenue sM Jackson Street, Chicago, IE 
Mfcfe.'. . J. J. .HATTSTATDT, Director. 
MBS. W.' H, SHERWOOD, 
ftmeerft, Eiaiio Recitals andPiano .Imstmetioa. 
. SUMMER PIANO LESSONS GIVEN. 
Address at her reatdenee, • . ■ 
\ S@© Kr©wl>mi?sr 
Boston, Mass. 
Of G M i PE INGS &C. 5 ■ 
ME. ALBERT -W. BORST, 
Te ichei of tl 
ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
3302 Hamilton St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Ho Charge for Organ practice. Fall arrangements made jpi 
s id study ng for the profe >t - — - 
(Formerly of Hollins’ Institute and Wooster University.) 
Notable for Ms success as teacher, will open a “eursus’ 
for training Piano teachers and Concert per- 
formers, on September the first, in 
. Concert Pianist and Lecturer. 
&§t®Q lesitals at Colleges s&fi @§ag©i-vat§sfl©s a Sped&lty. 
Address, 178 Tramont St., Boston, Mass, 
r. Parry mate aa Ansraal estem i Southai 1 sr,froml pt. 
10th to the holidays. Special 'Tonis to parties on his direct 
routs desiring recitals at that time. 
In Harmony, Counterpoint 
and Composition. 
;.,ni^nAIW -3 rE.nKSBft.t n>;\ || V tv D®MSEB WJ F® ' I )F music. 
Director of McMo at Peonliigton Seminary, WAEREW, 0H1O, gives instruction in all departments 
ESiaMaMGSOEI, HEW JEESEY, of Music, with a thorough, systematic course of study, 
oteKtuSSlM^poaftio^ and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
published b > Oliv toon Co a ’ona & C i - tablisl 1 ti itv wo years ataloei free ’ 
& Co., Theo. Preasar, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For . 
SUMOTT© EDAMA, Secretary. 
CuTKGo GJ3AOT 
(FUPILOF WTT.T.TAM HAEOH) ft/ift-,/ , 
. ' Instructs Teachera and. Students in tho . 
“MAEbi. M 1STH )D Off TOUCH AMU ffEOHMIO.” 
WU 1e sngageme *ta Cone- «e r Pfcj* stares with 
Illustrative Beds ted to g! audiences or Musical Asso- 
elatiomo and Cleeses of Students. 
. Address, Care of The Stubs 
and 5073 Main Street, Germantown 
Private and Class Lessons in all Branches .of Music. 
.- INSTRUCTORS 
?Ian®.—Rich. Zeckweu, R Hennig, Maiteits Leefson, 
Lelakd Howe, Hermann Mohr, Gustav Hille, 
Martinus van Gender, P. E. GhfeS&ON, Misses'S. 
Sower, M. Ruthrauff, A. Smith,' A. Sutor, L. 
Tiers, B. Davis, V. Henderson, Mrs, W. and J. 
Tiers." ■ .7? •, 
lirgssio—;Davhj D. Wood, Leland Howe, F. Cresson. 
n©Iia°—Gustav Hille, Martinus van Gelder, Rich. 
Schmidt. 
fiolooceH o»—Rudolph Hennig. 
focal.—PasqualeRondineixa,Mrs.Boice-Hunsicker, 
- Miss M. Kunkel, Peter Marzen. 
theory.—R. Zeck,wer, P. E. Cresson. 
iconstlaSc—R. Zeckweil 
Drehestra lastramesits.—H. L. Albrecht, E. Schmidt, 
G. Mueller, C. Plagemann, R. Hoppe. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Practical Harmony......12 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass......1 
Thb Art of Fingering....... 
National School for Cornet....2 
Progressive Studies for Violin.....Each l 
Address the Publishers, 
m>AETAsS EOTSE®A& HHSTfflTIJTK, 
WARREN, OHIO. 
' • 0. F. HOFFMAMM, 
DIRSOTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
©5iF©E2® ®®G.ILBOB, ®31F©KD, ©HO®. 
Gives lessons by Oorrejpondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
ansi jd F ' i. BtandistHl sxt-ho j Plan p t i d leads Irome 
t blishe in onol zii pic ' : r ** pra^ it Inc i mV 
OOHSEEVATOBV OF MUSIC AND ART, 
Clarerack, Columbia County, H. Y. 
BBHOBl Of MU8I0 
CourEsa in Pianh and Vbibb Culture, Organ, Violin, Onset, Har¬ 
mony and Counterpoint. 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
NEW DEPARTURE. * 
A Special snfi Original Course for Learning the Ajrt 'F@a©Sa« 
.•Isa® MuBle. 
HeeitaSs'.'toy x&t&mt® <flEss-teg tiae yoaa>. 
Individual lemons only. Daily use of the Technlconand Practice 
:• -'Ohifier.: • ^proeaee.iiiidpr tfpBnhfeB.' . A 
CtletSG®s Sib Vcseal Sfig&A amd 
. ’S‘®sfi© 
SKID FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
"•■ft A. H.TLAOKj A.M., President. 
m PflUTJ UNIVERSITY, QREEMCflSTLS, 6fJD. 
Inotrnction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist. Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Bnuemble and 
Oratorio Work. ' 
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY. . 
Rm«, Sssrtf; Pradkia and Steal Sasic ,at reasonabSc- ratst. 
ForOlroulare.appiy to 
JASSXI8 H, HOW®, DUAN, QBHBNOABTD33, ms, 
For Cirouloraof other University Deportments, apply to f 
)'5r®aid@al Alexander Martin, d.d^ ll.d„ Oobago-of Xibare! Arts. 
Bev.aL. Bowman, A.M.,s.T.D.,Desn of Sohoolof Theology. 
Hon. Alexander Ci Dotraay, ll.s., DCau ^TSehmd of Law. • 
Henry A Mills, Dean of Sriioolof Art. 
te»olS.ttrE,»' H NormalSohosL 
r FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Harmony, Symphony, InstruEuentai and d< - .isomble, Orchesim 
ClnoGOQ, Lociurc-s on Acoustics and otter Musical Topics. 
" Concerts by Teachers and Pupils (n our onn Hall. 
Pianp and gan Recitals. 
TTlUET’CDKr, Q^.53® tt® QS®o 
For illustrated circulars apply -to 
RICH. ZECKWER. DIRECTOR. 
mmmm: 
r.fflmaai 
■ISliliiMiilsSi hemggn ' 
B T, IT D B 
from the highest rank of 
m ©WTATIOMi 
Every teacher^—every student—should own Musical 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. BIa3c;|act0iy3 Wakefield,,. If; 
a - ‘ ' embody the results Carpenter 
- - building, and over 
rV -8 7»ooo are now in urgans reandgivingpe^ 
, - feet satisfaction, 
.•Intending purchasers will find our ■ ' - 
. , STYLES—Varied; over 60 to choose from. 
" '~RRI'CES^— Reasonable, qualitjTconsidered. 
V TjERMSf— Easy,- ■ cash or installments, ; and we 
deliver our Organs at your depot, freight paid. 
Send for our illustrated catalogue and book of testimonial1;, free to any address. 
Music Teachers wanted in every town to represeat.our ■DfgariEi 
T\ XTUSXC is a universal language. When speech fails 
id MUSIC begins. It is for us to develop and un- 
fold it, by instruction and cultivation. THE 
BRIGGS PIANO in a home is. a real education, 
interpreting md s akir , real th< true thoughts and 
highest ambitions. It is unequalled as an accompani¬ 
ment to the voice, and is preferred by the singer for its 
Ilent ‘ og ! , lities; j he arti 1 * li» , 
of touch-iand action and power of tone combined. Send 
for illustrated catalog* e. 
BRATTLEBORO• VERMONT 
CiitJkifM <8 UPRIGHTS 
Factories: irand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. . j/ " 
